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Our generation’s understanding of international politics has been dominated by the illogical extremes of American hegemony pursued under Bush administration. While “change”
has come, we find ourselves with the same unanswered questions, unfulfilled aspirations,
and unmitigated frustrations.
Every day, we consider the question of how to bring about political change. It should be
easy. We are a generation weaned on access to knowledge; we have grown up with more
information to digest each week than the majority of our ancestors received in a lifetime.
The internet has increased our awareness of the world’s problems exponentially. We are
able to view video footage of events worldwide in real time, to read hundreds of newspapers from around the globe, and to hear dissident and independent reports through blogs
and alternative media.
But awareness does not mean action. Too many voices too often blend in a cacophony that
drowns out individual calls of conscience, purpose, or vision. While we are lucky enough
to have the tools to free ourselves from dogma and dominant paradigms if we so choose,
the constant besiegement of our emotional and logical capacities simply depletes our reserves of solutions and leaves us feeling helpless. We know that presidents lie, news anchors amend, and photographs are altered – the information age has made us more aware,
but in reducing naiveté it has also deprived us of any sure footing. Plato’s great irony, that
the more informed we become, the more absolutely uncertain we are, is as true as ever. Yet
even this irony appears as just another unresolved issue we hope to broach after dealing
with climate change, world hunger, and international peace.
To stave off the apathy and incoherence engendered by information overload, do we march
in the streets like those in Iran (p.6)? Do we seek to hear marginalized voices, like those
of young West African would-be émigrés (p.42)? Do we present visual documentation of
genocide (p.80), or poverty (p.25), or environmental catastrophe (p.46) and have faith that
the impact of information has the power to create movement? Do we become policy-makers (p.19) or academics (p.59) or journalists (p.74) or activists? Do we go to school and
create student publications that purport to inform and – by some shadowy mechanism
– bridge the gap between the knowledge we acquire and the way we live?
We can know with a measure of certainty that no unitary approach to the world’s problems
will succeed, nor would we want it to. The interdependency of the world’s issues defies
attempts to solve them with a single vote, a single protest, or a single magic bullet. While
the Bush years are over, the effects of their policies continue and we are reminded that a
vote for “change” is not enough. Whereas this publication highlights a wealth of “issues”
in world affairs, we (perhaps foolishly) ignore any warnings about information overload.
We have strived rather to present voices that rise above the din on their own merits, and we
hope to inspire solutions that do the same.
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Is it Time for Political Change in Iran?
Looking for Indicators in Society’s Activism
By Dr. Imad Mansour

I

ran is currently experiencing a period of protracted domestic turmoil – which since the
summer of 2009 has fluctuated in intensity,
but has not ceased. Societal mobility underpins
the ongoing political contestation, and it has the
potential to have long-lasting implications for the
Iranian political system.
There are two questions in particular that we
can examine in order to help us understand these
unfolding events: What is significant in the current
struggle for power in Iran? And what does it mean
for the political system as a whole? Given the current state of flux in Iranian domestic politics, I
provide tentative observations on these questions,
and conclude with a glimpse on where Iran might
be heading.
In-House Voices of Discontent
The significance of the current wave of
events in Iran rests on two interrelated developments. First, much of the discourse accompanying public activism seems to be critical only of the
behaviour of government. This line mainly attacking alleged electoral fraud. However, more serious


challenges are surfacing. An important distinction
must be made here: critics among the elites have
not (at least not yet) contested the legitimacy of
the clerical-based political order. Nevertheless,
public demonstrations have been using notable
anti establishment slogans such as “death to the
dictator.” Regardless of who is targeted as the
“dictator” – Ahmadinejad or Khamini’i – the use
of such terminology against the regime is symbolic. This is the first time the givernment has been
the target of such attacks from inside Iran since
the mass protests against the Shah more than three
decades ago. While protest leaders are still relatively reserved in their discourse, the rhetoric on
the street is escalating.
The second development is that prominent
Shiite Jurists (Ulama or clerics), especially Ayatollah Montazeri,* a cleric revered for his intellectual
and moral authority, are voicing strong critiques of
the regime. Since the current regime relies on clerical interpretations of the Shiite theory of Wilayat
al-Faqih that gives jurists unprecedented governing
powers. While most clerics have avoided direct
confrontations with the current Governing Jurist

Ayatollah Khamini’i thus far, or attacks on the position itself, that does not undermine their staunch
opposition and challenge to regime legitimacy.
Jurists, especially the higher-ranking ones
(such as the al-Maraji‘ and the Ayatollahs) carry
important political and religious weight in Shiism
– and thus in the structure of the Islamic Republic. In the Shiite doctrinal creed, any government
not ruled by the Infallible Imam is illegitimate by
definition. This does not mean, however, that Shiite doctrine advocates revolutionary opposition,
or withdrawal from
the state. Iran’s political system gives
the Governing Jurist
the right to establish government in
the name of the Infallible Imam when
he is not present.
Furthermore, many
classical jurists have
also advocated cooperating with illegitimate governments for pragmatic reasons. For this
reason the Wilayat
al-Faqih
theory,
which
underpins
the Iranian political
system, is seen by
some as diverging
from Shiite doctrinal creed.
M o r e ove r,
twelver Shiism is
based on a hierarchic ordering principle amongst clerics. The status
of a cleric reflects his learned abilities, academic
accomplishments, and the evaluation of his peers.
Therefore, the higher the status of the cleric, the
more significant the message of protest. Nevertheless, according to this theory the governing jurist is
still, at least officially, considered the community’s

political and religious compass and leader.
Debates among high-ranking jurists in Qom
(a holy city in Shia Islam) seminaries on the concept
of Wilayat al-Faqih are not a recent development.
The Ayatollah Montazeri has contested the theory
before. His position is particularly important because he wrote what could be considered the most
detailed jurisprudential account of Wilayat al-Faqih, after which he became critical of certain aspects
of this theory and specifically of the practices of
the post-1979 regime. When he was appointed the
successor of the
first post-Revolution
Governing Jurist, Imam
Khomeini, Montazeri was put under house arrest,
and replaced by
Khamini’i.
The process
of evaluating the
status of a cleric
is not well documented, nor is
it disclosed by
peers. What is
frequently referenced, however,
is that high ranking clerics have
voiced dissatisfaction with Imam
Khamini’i’s
ascendence
to
the position of
al-Wali al-Faqih.
His
academic
achievements and status have been viewed by
many amongst his peers as insufficient to warrant
him filling such a high office. Imam Khamini’i’s
politically motivated appointment dissatisfied
many high-ranking jurists. The fact that Montazeri
has continued to voice opposition reflects the seriousness of the pressures on the ruling regime.


The changes in the discourse of prominent
jurists is one measure of the domestic position,
durability, and legitimacy of the ruling regime.
Put simply, the more resistance and challenges
are coming from Iranian religious heavyweights
both inside and outside the seminaries in Qom,
the more likely regime legitimacy will be compromised. Another measure of the regime’s position
can be obtained by mapping the positions of the
incumbents and their challengers in the domestic
power configuration. In other words, we need to
trace where their bases of support are, and what
mechanisms allow these power configurations to
shift. I elaborate on the second measure below.
The Societal Bases of Political Power
Iran’s current political system rests on the integral role of the Shiite Ulama. Since at least the
Tobacco Revolt of 1891, the role of the clerical establishment has been critical in shaping national
political processes. The power of the Ulama today
is derived from the centrality of religion in Iranian
society, as well as from the increasing influence
clerics have accumulated over the years.
Under the monarchy of the 20th century, the
Shiite Ulama tried to maintain and expand the political privileges they had gained in the aftermath
of 1891. Effectively, the Shah’s blanket repression
and the targeting of various national leaders assisted the clerical establishment to augment its relative
power over other domestic societal actors. This
establishment then used its independent political
and economic institutions (especially control over
the khums, a religious tax levied on all households)
to evade many of the regime’s exclusionary practices. The non-clerical leadership lost significant
resources and the ability to mobilize supporters,
but more importantly its position was weakened
relative to that of the Ulama.
Then came the 1979 Revolution. While the
Ulama were at its core, the Revolution would not
have been possible without support from a large
cross-section of activists and societal actors, made
up oforganized interest groups that pool resources
and support to advance certain agendas. Not all


of these actors had an ideological commitment to
an Islamic state; and some did not share the religious zeal of the Ulama. But to overpower the
Shah’s security apparatus and exclusion, a gathering of resources was necessary in order to counter
his efforts to isolate oponents. The counter-Shah
coalition consisted of the Ulama, economic elites
(mostly from the Bazaar), and independent civic
groups (comprising women organizations, students, and leftist groups). Non-clerical coalition
members made significant contributions, particularly in mobilizing human and financial resources,
and by organizing public demonstrations and work
interruptions. Therefore, the ability of Iran’s Ulama to end the Shah’s rule derived largely from coalitions they formed with key societal actors – not
from their own power per se. In the few months
after monarchic rule was ended, the Ulama embarked on a sustained effort to consolidate power
at the expense of their co-revolutionaries. Imam
Khomeini led these efforts.
The war with Iraq necessitated national unity, and Imam Khomeini capitalized on this event
to systematically purge or marginalize, dissenting
voices. Furthermore, since 1979 constitutional manipulations, such as creating a multiplicity of institutional veto centers and oversight mechanisms,
have concentrated power in the hands of a select
group of clerics and ideologues loyal to Khomeini.
This group tightened control over republican institutions, especially in security and foreign policy,
and has since dominated the Iranian political system.
Parallel to sidelining fellow revolutionaries,
the Khomeini-loyal elites created and incubated
a plethora of new societal actors to take over the
functions of the excluded ones. New actors helped
to mobilize citizens and resources while operating
with regime-friendly agendas. Through these actors
the regime infiltrated the universities as well as the
industrial and non-governmental sectors. Despite
its penetration of society, the Khomeini-loyal elite
could not completely undermine opposing voices
– especially amongst jurists. The intensity of the
activism of the opposition has been a function of

two interrelated factors: first, the perceptions of
the severity of violations by those in power; second, the availability of organized societal actors to
back up dissenting elites.
The volume and organization of independent
societal actors has flourished since the early 1990s.
Their resurgence has been fed by a demographic
change favouring youth and an increased role for
women. Such actors have demonstrated a desire
to see fewer restrictions on freedom
of expression, and
a better investment
by those in power
of Iran’s resources.
During President
Khatami’s tenure,
these actors became
increasingly visible,
a trend which continues to this day
and has the potential to play a prominent role in redefining the contours of
the political game.
Regime legitimacy and durability, then, rests to a
significant degree
on a specific configuration of societal actors’ support.
Against this backdrop, a rough image
of current events Drawings by Joe Penney/MFAR
becomes discernible. In order to allow me to highlight these interrelated dynamics, I will draw a simplified sketch of Iran as having two main power
poles: a regime, and an opposition.
The regime pole is centered around the Governing Jurist, who acts as the constitutionally defined final arbiter in Iranian politics, and President
Ahmadinejad. They are supported by key security
and military institutions, especially the Pasdaran

(Revolutionary Guards), the Basij (paramilitary
groups), and various Bonyads (economic organizations which finance many regime operations
and are not transparent in their bookkeeping). As
a result of these support bases, the regime does not
seem to be weak in a military or security sense.
However, the centre’s heavy reliance on force to
sustain itself is reminiscent of the Shah’s exclusionary practices.
In the midst
of street demonstrations of the
summer and fall
of 2009, Imam
Khamini’i sent a
variety of messages articulating the
insurmountable
interests of the
Islamic Republic. These signals
are hard to read,
especially when
they are delivered
concurrently with
the regime’s violent crackdown
on
opposition
protests. Perhaps
the purpose of
these messages is
to keep the options of the Governing Jurist open,
thus allowing him
to maintain dialogue with opposition figures in case the intensity
of violence intensifies, or to strike a political compromise to end a stand-off. Khamini’i’s messages
could also be read as a warning to the protestors,
as the regime threw around many allegations of
treason against demonstrators.
Nevertheless, in the game of domestic balancing and coalition-building, these signals say
something about Khamini’i’s position. He seems


reluctant to put regime survival fully in the hands
of his supporters, and adverse to unduly empowering them. Khamini’i’s role as a figurehead,
and with it this balancing role, has taken a serious blow due to his support for the use of force
on the streets. In sum, the Governing Jurist has lost
important symbolic and moral ground – especially
amongst a significant stratum of urban actors. Politically, this might have cost Khamini’i a large degree of flexibility.
The opposition pole is harder to describe as
it is still developing. It is not yet fully united, and
its members have somewhat incompatible preferences. This pole comprises former President Rafsanjani, who has ties to the trade elite which flourished under his presidency, and former Speaker
Karroubi, who has significant links to grassroots
and popular organizations. Neither of these groupings appears to have much influence in shaping the
political scene today. The more intriguing dynamic, however, is that involving other members: former President Khatami and former Prime Minister
Mousawi, due to two notable developments. Firstly, there appears to be a leadership transfer from
Khatami, who led a broad reformist societal-clerical coalition in the 1990s and had since remained
a prominent opposition voice, and to Mousawi,
who is trying to make a comeback into political life
through his leadership of anti-government protests.
Secondly, Mousawi is not a cleric, and his premiership in the 1980s catered to the then leftist-leaning
majority in the Iranian Parliament. This came at a
time when many of the leftist independent elites
had been driven out of the political sphere during
Imam Khomeini’s consolidation years. By rallying
behind Mousawi now, it is perhaps reflective of a
symbolic shift in the undertones of Iranian society
towards one that favours leadership by non-clerics. This seems to be especially the case amongst
a youth cohort that is not intimately tied to the Islamic principles of the Revolution. The dynamics
of the opposition pole will be interesting to trace
in the coming months, as the concrete implications
of the “reformist” momentum will depend the key
members’ abilities to unite its ranks.
10

Where To From Here?
After the dust settles, we should monitor the
rise of a new equilibrium, paying particular attention to which groups gain status, and what kind
of coalitions they choose to strike. Many Ulama
and societal actors are not going to go back on the
positions they took during the demonstrations, especially after they publicly called for reforms to the
political system. While they might have overlapping interests in countering the regime, opposition
groups still need to overcome divergant preferences.
An instructive example is the broad coalition
that converged in order to elect President Khatami
in 1997. Nevertheless after their election, the coalition faced obstacles to collective action, and Khatami, its center of gravity, was not able to satisfy
the preferences of all its members. Meanwhile, the
Khomeini-loyal clerical elite weathered two tenures, and resurfaced under President Ahmadinejad
with a rejuvenated nationalist discourse.
Today, non-clerical groups and critical Ulama do not seem to have enough power, especially
in terms of societal momentum, to be able to seriously pressure the regime if they act independently. As such, we have to look for the formation of
potential coalitions between clerical and non-clerical opposing factions in the oppostion, particularly
between the groups led by Mousawi and Montazeri. Nevertheless, even if they do not form a united
and robust front, opposition parties can still use a
pressure tactics to draw concessions from the Governing Jurist.
If Khameini’i continues to exclude the significant constellation of opposition voices by not
allowing them to have meaningful input into issues of national concern, he will be forced to rely
increasingly on the Pasdaran, Basij, and loyal
Bonyads. Such a configuration of allies will limit
both the space he will have to manoeuvre domestically. More importantly, continued exclusion of
the opposition will narrow the regime’s support
base and estrange it from a wide cross-section of
society. Iranian youth have always been politically
active, and their resistance to the regime is a gap

which Khamini’i has done little to fill. Therefore,
it might be politically unsustainable for the Governing Jurist not to engage the opposition. Imam
Khamini’i has a lot of fences to mend if the position of the Governing Jurist as an institution is to
retain to its centrality in Iran’s political life.
An interesting move by President Ahmadinejad was his peculiar choice of cabinet members, the
majority of whom are non-clerics and fairly young.
Counterintuitively, it is the conservatives, the rural
sectors and the poor who make up the President’s
power base; as a result, these are the social groups
which have benefited the most from the regime’s
support and subsidies. It is therefore difficult to
gauge exactly why such a move was orchestrated
by Ahmadinejad loyalists – beyond symbolism. It
might also be a move by the President to stack the
cards in his favour and to dilute the influence of
other regime figures.
Iran’s independent societal actors, particularly the urban youth are important factors to consider in order to maintain a stable regime – but
they could play an equally pivotal role in toppling
it. The governing pole, therefore, seems to be facing an uphill challenge. Even if no radical regime
change occurs in the immediate future, the mobilization of youth, students, women, leftists, and
various schools of non-clerics and intellectuals underlines the very real potential in Iranian society
to force an opening in the regime’s exclusionary
practices.

Calculated political inclusion, in the form
of minimal concessions to opposing groups and
elites, might allow the Governing Jurist to fine-tune
government behaviour in the immediate future,
and thus to delay a rethinking of Wilayet al-Faqih.
Such band-aid measures risk morphing domestic
politics into a protracted and debilitating confrontation that has potential for violence. If the Governing Jurist is to salvage the Islamic Republic, he must
concede more power to the opposition. However,
as a result, he will have incurred the displeasure of
his current allies. Either way, a smooth transition
does not seem to be in the cards for Iran in the near
future.
An important dimension that has not been
addressed in this paper is the external one. Iran’s
regional and international relations are currently
more precarious than its internal struggle for power. Iran’s regime can “rally round the flag” in the
face of external threats. It might tactically concede
on the nuclear file, and use it to exalt the adroitness
of its governance in order to contend with claims
put forward by the opposition. The fact remains,
however, that the opposition is not going to go
away. Domestic management will demand a serious investment of resources and attention, all of
which will have to be diverted from Iran’s foreign
policy engagements. In the end, Iran’s options
could be drastically reduced. n
*This article was written before the death of Ayatollah
Hussein-Ali Montazeri on December 10, 2009.
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Egypt’s Uncertain Future
By Sarah Ghabrial

N

ow in his 28th year in power, President
Hosni Mubarak is the longest serving
political ruler in Egypt since the reign of
Mohammad ‘Ali in the early 19th century (Sobelman, 2001). Although Mubarak has served four
consecutive terms as president, he has yet to appoint a vice president and the answer to the question of succession remains as illusive as ever. With
a population of nearly 80 million people, Egypt
is the largest Arab country and continues to play
a leading role in the political affairs of the Arab
world.
As the first Arab country to sign a peace
treaty with Israel, Egypt introduced a new chapter
of diplomacy into international efforts to mitigate
the Arab-Israeli conflict. As a result of such precedents, the Obama administration is basing much
of America’s policy towards the Middle East on
the stability of the Egyptian government and the
continuity of its current foreign policy orientation
(Aladdin, 2009). With so much hinging on the durability of the Egyptian regime, one cannot help
but speculate about the political future of the Middle East should Egypt be destabilized as the result
of a succession crisis.
The question of succession necessarily needs
to be examined in relation to that of political le12

gitimacy. After all, it is only when an individual or
political group is considered legitimate by the population that it is able to maintain its grip on power
and, by extension, to ensure a degree of continuity
in both domestic and foreign policy spheres. In the
case of Egypt, political legitimacy is derived from
meeting the basic economic needs of the Egyptian
people, who if satisfied will acquiesce to the status
quo irrespective of whether or not they view the
current regime as democratic. However, if the ruling regime is no longer able to satisfy these needs,
social instability will likely result, thus creating a
political space for opposition groups who seek to
alter the direction of Egypt’s domestic and foreign
policies.
Current State of the Egyptian Economy and
Political Regime
President Mubarak’s primary concern is
maintaining a stable domestic arena. His economic
policies have thus aimed at renovating and improving the country’s infrastructure while consistently
meeting the basic economic needs of the population. Food subsidies are the primary mechanism
for ensuring food security, the most important concern. As the most populated Arab country, Egypt
is one of the world’s largest importers of wheat. It

relies heavily on loans and US aid to cover these
costs (Bush, 1994). Despite this dependence, Egypt
is a resource-rich country, generating billions in
revenues each year from its tourism industry, its
exports, and its income from the Suez Canal and
the Aswan Dam. This revenue, however, is unevenly distributed, enriching the elite while providing
only the most essential services to the rest of the population. The result is a widening
gap between the rich and the
poor, placing the Egyptian regime in a precarious situation.
This is especially true in light
of the recent rise in Islamist
insurgency, which recruits
mostly impoverished young
men (Aladdin, 2009).
Although the government provides basic services,
it has a very narrow base of
political support (Byman,
2005). The regime caters to
elite groups and fails to accord
much importance to mass
opinion (Alterman, 2000).
While the Egyptian people
are generally unhappy with
the current state of political
affairs, the historical record
and recent evidence show
that they are unlikely to revolt
against the Mubarak regime
so long as they are economically satisfied.
This is reiterated by
Moustafa al-Fekki, an MP
and a member of the ruling
National Democratic Party
(NDP) in an interview with
Al-Jazeera in early 2008:
“The Egyptian revolts
when he faces economic problems. Politics do not matter to
him much. If you talk to a citi-

zen about elections, freedom, democracy; he will
not be that interested. But if you start talking to
him about increasing prices, rent or poverty, that
is when he will concentrate and start getting angry” (Al-Jazeera, 2008).
The Egyptian statehas always played an extensive role in guiding economic development and

Gamal Mubarak
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has remained below world levels. If, however, the
government decides to stop relying on food subsidies and prices come up to world levels without an
increase in the population’s income, the threshold
for mobilization could be reached (Hinnebusch,
1993).
President Mubarak has not only been incapable of improving the economy but has continued to
restrict civil liberties, creating a dangerous political
void in Egypt (Aladdin 2009). The most obvious
manifestation of the Mubarak regime’s firm adherence to repression and coercion is the 2006 renewal of the Emergency Law. Implemented almost
thirty years ago in the wake of the assassination
of President Sadat, the Emergency Law grants the
president tremendous authority. It allows him to
detain citizens, prevent public gatherings or demonstrations, and issue verdicts with little accountability to the people or the Parliament (Rutherford,
2009). Although Egypt has a parliamentary system, the opposition parties are ineffective and unorganised after facing such stringent repression for
so many decades. When these parties do manage
to organise, they face significant challenges due to
the government’s aggressive suppression tactics as
well as lack of resources (Aladdin, 2009). Presidential elections do take place every six years, but
voter turnout remains very low and allegations of
fraud abound. This is mostly due to the fact that
the country’s electoral mechanisms are skewed in
favor of Mubarak’s National Democratic Party.
With the 2011 presidential elections approaching,
the ruling regime is under increasing pressure from
the United States to fully democratize its electoral
process.
The Muslim Brotherhood, a Political Alternative?
The present state of a fragmented political opposition further obscures the answer to the
question of succession. The Muslim Brotherhood,
Egypt’s largest and best-organised social and political opposition movement, has been able to capitalise on the importance of welfare provisions in
Egyptian politics. As a result, it has succeeded in

acquiring a great degree of popular support, even
from some of the Christian minority. The Brotherhood’s popularity stems primarily from the fact
that it is viewed as a moral and honest organisation, unlike the Egyptian government which is
widely deemed corrupt. The Brotherhood’s vast
social support network has
also served to attract popular
support, especially amongst
young people (Rutherford,
2008).
The ability of the Muslim Brotherhood to mobilise in
order to meet these needs became obvious in 1992, when a
severe earthquake struck Cairo. Over 12 000 people were
injured and there was great
deal of damage to the city’s
infrastructure. Within a few
hours, the Brotherhood had
begun distributing medicine
and food and setting up firstaid centres. Threatened by the
Muslim Brotherhood’s competence in providing essential
services, Mubarak ordered
that all aid be distributed
through state agencies (Rutherford, 2008). Repressing the
opposition in such a way is
typical of Mubarak’s style of
governance.
When one examines the
performance of the Muslim
Brotherhood in the economic
sphere compared to that of
the central government, it
becomes clear why the Brotherhood is perceived by the
regime as its greatest threat.
The Brotherhood’s consistent ability to outperform the
regime in service provision
in the eyes of the population

serves to legitimize the Muslim Brotherhood not
only as a social movement but as a viable political alternative to the current leadership. Mubarak’s
repressive strategies towards any potential opposition have left a political void through which the
Muslim Brotherhood may be able rise. Although
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engendering rapid growth. Because of the state’s
interventionist role, however, the public sector
is oversized while the private is underdevolped
and incapable of generating growth effectively
(Elkhafif, 1996; Farah, 2009). The disparity between these sectors places a number of constraints
on the Egyptian government, especially when it
seeks to liberalise the economy as it did during Sadat’s infitah and the structural adjustment program
implemented under Mubarak during the first half
of the 1990s. Generally speaking, whenever there
is a reduction or retreat of state intervention, the
Egyptian economy slows down, leading to higher
rates of poverty and unemployment. The economic
reforms that took place under Sadat revealed that
social upheaval can force the government to bow
to the demands of the populace: the food riots that
engulfed Egypt for two days in 1977, following the
government’s announcement that it would cancel
food subsidies under the newly implemented program of economic liberalisation, seriously undermined the regime’s authority (Hinnebusch, 1993).
This event was a reminder to the Mubarak regime
and to its successor that sudden policy changes that
are perceived to alter the services available to the
populace are likely to cause unrest (Farah, 2009).
As Hinnebusch explains, the structural adjustment program enacted in the 1990s was not tailored
to the general populations’s needs but rather represented those of investors and creditors. Programs
of economic liberalisation that are implemented in
non-capitalist countries tend to jeopardize growth
while increasing debt and dependence. In the case
of Egypt, should the regime seek to fully liberalise
its economy, it will have a limited number of options that will allow it to balance between relying
on market forces while maintaining its role as a welfare state. More recently, the global financial crisis
has challenged the Egyptian government’s ability to
provide the population these services due to price
fluctuations. Despite signs of recovery around the
world, some argue that it is only a matter of time
before the population revolts. An important point
to keep in mind is that despite an increase in prices, the overall cost of basic goods, especially food,

Hosni Mubarak
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the Muslim Brotherhood is outlawed, its members
are allowed to run in parliament as independents.
The popularity of the Brotherhood is evident in the
results of the 2005 presidential elections, in which
they won a record 88 seats out of 454. This represents the most electoral success enjoyed by any opposition group in the Egyptian Parliament (Farah,
2009). Nevertheless, legal and economic obstacles
mean that there is little chance that the Muslim
Brotherhood will be able to win executive power.
A serious move towards political liberalisation or
a major crisis allowing for a coup or popular revolt
appear to be the only routes for the Brotherhood to
reach the helm of the Egyptian state.
It is important to note that there is a fundamental difference between an “Islamist” group like
the Muslim Brotherhood and a “radical Islamist”
group like al-Gama’at al-Islamiyya. Although both
groups have as their ultimate objective the establishment of shari’a law, the means used by each group
in order to achieve this objective is very different,
with the latter opting for the use of violence. It is
a common misconception however, to regard the
politics of Islamic groups as actions undertaken
by religious extremists who do not have grassroots
support. This distinction is often overlooked by
the West, where the mainstream media continues
to perceive any Islamist movement as inherently
unpopular and violent. The United States’ unwavering support for the Mubarak regime is a good
example of how US policy in the Middle East has
always gravitated towards bolstering the secular,
stable and so-called “friendly” regional regimes
(Walsh, 2003).
It is equally important to understand that
the concept of legitimacy as it pertains to Arab
regimes, including that of Egypt, is different than
in the West. For Western states, legitimacy is primarily tied to the form of governance, and generally the only political system deemed legitimate
is democracy (Waskan, 1998). Although Western
governments also have some responsibility to provide their population with economic services, their
political legitimacy is not premised solely on this
function. Rather, the primary concern is whether
16

governance is consistent with the principles of liberal democracy. For most Arab regimes, their internal legitimacy is not drawn from their form of
governance but from their ability to improve the
population’s standards of living, usually measured
in terms of employment, health and education.
This kind of legitimacy is called “eudaemonic legitimacy” by Gehlen (al-Awadi, 2008: 10). This
sort of commitment is a form of “social contract,”
whereby the state “provide[s] goods and services
in exchange for political docility and quiescence”
(al-Awadi, 2008, p.11).
Regime Change and Egyptian Foreign
Policy
As mentioned above, Egypt continues to play
a pivotal role in Middle Eastern politics and is the
leading Arab state mediating negotiations between
Israel and Palestine. Moreover, it maintains close
relations with the United States, conducting foreign policy in line with US goals and receiving
billions in foreign aid each year. However, the foreign policy preferences of most Egyptian people
and the opposition are at odds with those of the
Mubarak regime. This has led many scholars to assume that regime change may alter Egypt’s foreign
policy orientation, specifically its stance towards
the US and Israel (Byman, 2005).
President Mubarak’s views align with the
preferences of the Egyptian elites and run parallel to Egypt’s military and security leadership. The
overarching objective of these elites is to maintain
their hold on power, which they believe serves as a
safeguard against religious extremism. These elites
also recognize the importance of close relations
with the US due to the substantial economic aid
they can obtain as a result. Mubarak continues to
act in accordance with the preferences of his benefactor, cooperating with the Israeli government
with regards to its control over the Gaza Strip despite the fact that this policy is unpopular with the
populace and opposition (Byman, 2005).
If leadership change in Egypt occurs from
one elite group to another, the emphasis of Egyptian foreign policy may change but not its direc-

tion (Byman, 2005). In other words, an individual
from the elite may choose to go beyond the narrow
political consensus of the Mubarak regime, thus
shaping Egypt’s domestic and foreign policy without changing the status quo. Many have speculated
that the President’s son, Gamal Mubarak, will succeed his father and carry on his political legacy.
However, though Gamal holds a privileged position in the NDP, it is doubtful that he will succeed
his father for several reasons. First, a hereditary
succession will arouse opposition in the West, specifically from the US government that has consistently encouraged Egypt to adopt a more democratic system. Second, it would send shock waves
through the Arab world, especially among Arab
states that do not follow the hereditary model.
A more likely successor from the elite group
would be a high-ranking military or security officer. Since the Free Officers Revolution in 1952, every Egyptian president has come from the military.
Mubarak was the commander of the Egyptian Air
Force and he played an important role in coordinating air strikes against Israeli targets during the
1973 War. Another possibility is that Mubarak’s
successor could come from the new business elites
who have grown increasingly close with the centres of power (Farah, 2009).
Regardless of the specifics, however, sucession between elites will hardly represent a sea
change for Egyptian politics as these groups all
wish to maintain their powerful positions and the
flow of US aid- interests that are best served by
maintaining the status quo. If, however, a member
of the opposition – i.e. the Muslim Brotherhood
– succeeds Mubarak, the direction of Egypt’s foreign policy may change significantly. The Egyptian people and the political opposition are at best
lukewarm in their support for the government’s
relationship with the United States. As such, a
new regime coming in from the opposition would
be incentivised to move away from Washington,
especially in the event of a domestic crisis. This is
more likely should Washington’s relations with Israel and the Palestinians worsen, especially if war
breaks out in the occupied territories (Sobelman,

2001).
Moreover, despite the antagonistic views on
the street, Egypt continues to cooperate with the
Israeli government in controlling the Rafah border.
This policy has become a very contentious issue
for the Mubarak regime. It has generated a great
deal of opposition among the Egyptian people especially in the wake of the 2008-9 Gaza War. As
such, in the event of an opposition sucession, it is
probable to see Egypt’s peace with Israel becoming
even colder. There is likely to be much less cooperation between Egyptian and Israeli authorities
regarding the opening and closing of the Rafah
crossing, especially during periods of military hostility (Byman, 2005).
Nevertheless, it is unlikely that this relationship will deteriorate to the point of reneging on the
commitments made at Camp David or to a military confrontation. Regardless of which political
group succeeds the President, the vested interest in
maintaining diplomatic relations with the United
States will remain. A war with Israel would be a
quick way to destroy the Egyptian-American rapport. Furthermore, the Egyptian military is weak
and not nearly as well trained as the Israeli Army,
making the possibility of a military confrontation
in the near future extremely unlikely (Byman,
2005). Thus, even if the opposition comes to power, structural considerations such as dependence
on US aid and military assistance as well as economic weakness compared to Israel, will restrain
the new government from making any substantive
changes in foreign policy.
What Lies Ahead for Egypt?
The answer to the question of succession remains elusive. Whoever comes after Mubarak will
still need to ensure their popular legitimacy in the
eudaimonic sense. By consistently providing economic and social services, the Mubarak regime has
been able to sustain itself for 28 years without reforming the political system. Nevertheless, whether
an elite or a member of the opposition takes power
will only affect Egyptian foreign policy on the surface. Egypt’s commitment to peace transcends po17

litical leadership for highly pragmatic reasons, and
economic and military constraints preclude any
meaningful foreign policy reorientation.
The expectations of the Egyptian people visà-vis their government will remain constant, regardless of the ideological or methodological variance in the new regime’s governance from those
of Mubarak: the government will remain responsible for improving their standards of living and
ensuring their access to basic services. Should it
fail to do so, it may provide an opportunity for the
Muslim Brotherhood to become even more prominent in Egyptian society. This void has long been
present as the result of Mubarak’s repressive tactics and could be leveraged further should his successors fail in these responsibilities. Although the
current debate over regime change revolves around
determining which political group will succeed
Mubarak, such a shift may give way to an even
greater project of analytical deconstruction aimed
at the Egyptian establishment as a whole, regardless of the form it might take. In the near future, it
will be equally if not more important to determine
whether there is a fundamental incompatibility
between the Egyptian regime’s duty to uphold the
‘eudaemonic’ social contract and its ability to pursue a more democratic form of governance. n
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yria, as recently described by Don Belt of National Geographic, is an evolving photograph,
an image rendered to a thousand shades of
gray “developing slowly before our eyes.”a The
analogy is particularly apt. Once shunned as an
international pariah for its support of militant
groups like Hamas and Hezbollah, Syria has built
bridges with some of the unlikeliest of characters, from regional rivals such as Saudi Arabia,
to its former colonial master, France. A centrally
planned economy previously marred by inefficiency and corruption is now making room for robust
capitalist competition in important sectors like
transportation, manufacturing, and telecommunications. New banking regulations have encouraged
the development of a modern financial industry,
and the easing of state intervention has tipped the
economic equilibrium toward market forces.
Though the international financial crisis
slowed growth temporarily, Syria’s economy is
projected to grow at a stable 4.1% in 2010 whilst
foreign direct investment and other broad economic agreements are expected to increase. The ongoing deliberations over the European Union’s Economic Association Agreement, a pact aimed at
reducing protectionist barriers between Syria and
the EU, offer a clear indication of this trend. The
agreement will phase out tariffs and quotas on imports and exports between Syria and the EU, while
providing Syria with financial aid to strengthen its
indigenous industries and modernize its economy.
b
The negotiations reached an impasse this year after a five year delay by the EU over Syria’s foreign
policy was dropped. While the Europeans moved
hastily to sign off on a final deal, the Syrian government felt it had not been given enough time to
fully analyze the agreement. As one Syrian official explained to The Economist: “the Europeans
were arrogant and patronizing towards us for five
years and then they generously gave us 17 days to
decide."c Nevertheless, the agreement is expected
to pass. It is but one example of Syria’s increasingly outward-oriented economic policy.
Another example of this change can be found
in the burgeoning ties between Turkey and Syria,

on the country for nearly 40 years was not achieved
by being soft. Syria has grown up in – and survived
– a tough neighborhood. Bordered by Iraq, Israel,
Jordan, Lebanon, and Turkey, Syria has maneuvered its way through this treacherous geopolitical
terrain by ruthless guile and by attaching itself to
more powerful countries, from the Soviet Union
during the Cold War to Khamini’i-controlled Iran
today. Though the flurry of diplomatic exchanges
with Arab neighbors and with the West raised the
hopes of many international observers that a disciplined and flexible Syrian leadership would lead
the way towards a stabilized region, the recent
series of crises – from Israel’s assault on Gaza to
post-election instability in Iran – has exposed the
deep fissures which preclude complete rapprochement between the “beating heart” of the Arab

world and the West. President Barack Obama
has continued his predecessor’s policy of economic sanctions, and Syria’s support of Hezbollah, Hamas, and Iran’s nuclear program remains
unabated. The economy, while in the process of
progressively liberalising, is still wrought with high
unemployment, and in a country where the majority of the population is under the age of 25, the
government’s inability to expand job opportunities
raises the spectre of looming domestic instability.
Syria’s Gross Domestic Product (GDP) still lies in
the bottom tier of the region, behind places states
such as Iraq, Libya, and Sudan.
Thus, Syria is stepping forward with one
foot while the other remains stuck in the old political and economic paradigms of the 20th century.
Syria’s President Bashar al-Assad perhaps best en-

Syrian Deputy Prime Minister Abdullah al-Dardari
which have expanded past their traditional importexport relationship into a full-fledged strategic
partnership. During a recent meeting in Aleppo,
Syrian ministers of foreign affairs, defense, economy and trade, oil electricity, and agriculture met
their Turkish counterparts to discuss bilateral plans
in their respective fields. They issued a joint statement explaining that the two parties had agreed to
form a “long-term strategic partnership to bolster
and expand their cooperation on a wide spectrum
of issues of mutual benefit and interest.” Relations
have strengthened in recent years since disputes
concerning water resources and Syria’s support for
the Kurdistan Workers Party (PKK) have subsided, and Turkey and Syria have moved towards bolstering their military and political linkages.d The
two militaries carried out joint maneuvers outside
Ankara, and Turkey continues to play an active
role in the mediation of regional issues concerning
Syria, particularly in the indirect talks with Israel
over the Golan Heights.
In spite of the above developments, the timeless adage, ‘old habits die hard’, applies. Despite
positive signs of increasing economic integration
and political aperture, the Assad family’s iron grip
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capsulated the character of his country when he
remarked to National Geographic that ruling Syria
was “never pure black or pure white, all bad or all
good," but "only shades of gray."e
Syrian Deputy Prime Minister Abdullah alDardari, the leading architect behind Syria’s economic reform efforts was generous enough to grant
MFAR some of his time to discuss the progress,
hindrances, and implications of Syria’s program
of liberalization, as well as the contemporary political issues facing his country.

now that these vested interests are also adapting to
the new economy. The second hindrance is a lack
of human resources capable of managing the new
economy since it requires different sets of skills and
capabilities. The third hindrance has been a lack of
institutions that can understand and manage our
new economy, especially institutions related to the
civil service. Therefore, the focus in the next few
years will be on institutional reform.

DARDARI: The most important thing that has
happened in Syria over the past few years is the
change in mindset and a change of framework for
the Syrian economy. First of all, the mindset is
moving away from a very strong statist, centrallyplanned economy into a more open, integrated,
and market-driven economy. It has not been an
easy process, but I think we can see that it is already happening and that the economic sectors
in Syria such as transportation, manufacturing,
electricity, telecommunications, and energy are, in
general, opening up to competition. Almost 1,000
laws and new regulations have been passed in the
past four years to ensure that the Syrian economy
is functioning on economic common sense. There
is greater diversification, a stronger private sector,
and a different role for the state. It is moving away
from an interventionist to a regulatory role while
at the same time preserving certain aspects of the
social equilibrium through the provision of free
health and education to all citizens.

You are right in the sense that when we started this
reform process it was clear that Syria lacked a financial sector that could be a driver of reform and
a driver of growth. Therefore, a few years ago we
started instituting new banking regulations that allowed private banks to open up. There is also now
a much stronger independent central bank, and the
Damascus stock exchange reopened after 50 years,
at the height of the international financial crisis in
February 2009. It has been growing in numbers
and in volume; slowly but steadily we can finally
see the intermediary role of the financial sector beginning to function as it should, so that access to
finance in 2009 is better than it ever was before.
There is tremendous growth in deposits and lending, but we still have a very long way to go before
we reach the effective intermediary role that we
want in our financial sector. So the focus now is
on ensuring that access to finance, investment, and
trade finance is easily available but well-regulated
at the same time.

Critics have described the lack of a modern financial sector as a factor curtailing the potential for
MFAR: What have been some of the immediate economic growth. What action has the governpositive effects of the reform process?
ment actions taken to stimulate such a sector?

What have been some of the obstacles to re- What is the status of the EU Economic Associaform?
tion Agreement and the overall trend of increasing economic ties between Syria and the EU?
First, we should remember that such changes in
mindset always face resistance from people who Let me separate two things. There is cooperation
are not aware or familiar with the needs of the new with Europe, as Europe remains the largest trading
economy, and of course there are vested interests partner for Syria and will continue to be so. And
in the old ways of doing things. However, I can see then there is the EU Association Agreement, the
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negotiations for which have been frozen for five
years for political reasons by the EU, who now say
we should sign it. But we are telling the EU we
need some time to assess and evaluate the impact
of the Association Agreement for different sectors
of the Syrian economy, especially since the text that
was initiated in 2004 reflected very different economic realities in Syria and in Europe compared
to what we have today. In fact, the Syrian economy
today has implemented over 95 percent of the reforms that were stipulated in the 2004 Association
Agreement. The structure of the Syrian economy
has changed dramatically since then. So we are
looking at the text now, and we have asked the EU
to give us some time to review the actual impact
of this agreement. Now, however, one should ever
underestimate the importance of Syrian-European
economic relations; the EU remains one of our
major export markets and a major source of technology and investment in Syria.

since the inauguration of President Obama and
his administration’s policy of re-engagement.
Do you see this trend continuing at all?
Now, I can’t deny that there has been a very different approach by the Obama administration, an approach of engagement rather than confrontation.
A language of dialogue, rather than a language of
‘if you are not my friend then you are my enemy,’
which had totally disastrous consequences for ev-

On October 13th 2009, the first meeting of the
Turkish Syrian Cooperation Council was held
in Aleppo. What can we expect to see from this
Council and how close is Syria to Turkey?
I think the relations between Syria and Turkey
reflect the new dynamic of the region. Syria and
Turkey are now moving to create what we call a
single economic sphere where there is a lot of complementarity. Both countries together represent
an open corridor of trade, investment and energy
sources between east and west. They represent together a center of gravity, stability, and economic
growth in the region. For us this is very important;
I don’t want to use the word axis, but I want to see
this center of gravity, this corridor, expanding to
other countries in the region. We think this would
be extremely useful for stability and prosperity. We
have already seen an increase in trade and tourism
between the two countries as well as an increase in
joint ventures and investment.

A local foods store in Aleppo, Syria.

erybody. We no longer see any attempt by the administration to impose its will on Syria and others
in the region. However, dialogue is the only change
so far, we have not yet seen dramatic or even maThere have been some concrete signs of rap- jor changes in substance either on the question of
prochement between the United States and Syria the Palestinian-Israeli stalemate, or on the Golan
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Heights, or on other issues in the region. So yes
it is a positive change, but I wouldn’t hold very
high hopes at the moment until we see substantive
changes in the administration’s policy vis-a-vis issues that concern Syria, especially full Israeli withdrawal from the Golan Heights.
In recent years, Syria’s oil production has declined substantially. How has your government
managed this decline?
The decline in crude oil production from the
peak in 1996 of 600,000 barrels a day to almost
370,000 barrels a day now was one of the major
drivers behind the reforms. The realization that
we can no longer depend on crude oil as both the
major source of our budget and the major source
of the currency in the country provided the impetus for our efforts focused on economic diversification, finding diverse sources of budget revenue,
and changing our GDP growth structure. Seventy
percent of our exports are now manufactured and
agricultural goods rather than crude oil. However,
I must emphasize that the energy sector remains
an important one in Syria, and in the past year we
have managed to stabilize the decline in crude oil
production. It is now stable at 380,000 barrels a dat
and we project that this output will remain steady
for the next 20 to 30 years. Natural gas production,
on the other hand, has been increasing at a rate
of almost ten percent annually and is projected to
continue to grow like this in the next few years. At
the same time we are opening up new areas for exploration and development, offshore and onshore,
for natural gas and crude oil. We are trying to develop Syria as a hub in the region for a gas pipeline
and crude oil pipeline linking the Mediterranean
to energy sources in the Gulf and in Iran.
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How has the Syrian public reacted to the continued easing of fuel subsidies?
You have to understand the public is naturally not
very happy about this. However, in Syria the reduction in subsidies in 2008 coincided with tremendous growth in worldwide inflation because of the
food and energy crisis of 2007 and 2008. Today,
we can see that inflation in Syria went down from
15 percent in 2008 to an average of 3.5 percent in
2009, so there has been an easing of price increases
for the population. The other point is that people
can see that there is now a new system of subsidies
rather than a complete elimination of subsidies. We
are providing cash transfers to vulnerable groups
in society and, for the first time, we are providing
support for expanded exports. Also, we see that in
the 2010 budget there was a 19 percent increase in
public investment, which will create more growth
and more jobs for the Syrian people. People have
finally started to realize that this bleeding we have
been suffering as a result of the old subsidy system
has stopped and a new system of targeted support
to different segments of the economy has been set
up in its place. I hope that in 2010 the positive results of these developments will be seen and appreciated by ordinary people, which is the most
difficult aspect in any reform process. n
This interview has been edited and consolidated.
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ince the onset of a major feud between rival
organized crime families in 2001, gang related violence in Limerick, Ireland, has helped
distinguish it as one of Western Europe’s murder
capitals. The bloodshed has turned parts of this
port town, long branded “Stab City” for its rough
reputation, into veritable war zones. Some of the
country’s most infamous public housing estates
surround Limerick, population of 90,000. Entrenched generational poverty, decayed infrastructure, substance abuse, and unemployment rates
four times the national average all characterise the
estates of Moyross, Saint Mary’s Park, Southill,
and Ballinacurra-Weston. Life in these areas of
Limerick offers a view of an Ireland untouched by
the Celtic Tiger’s economic miracle.
The regional government announced the
Limerick Regeneration Project in 2007, a 3 billion
Euro initiative to restore “confidence and stability in the communities.” The project would tear
down thousands of Limerick’s council homes and
refurbish the estates as modern, sustainable communities through a public-private partnership with
commercial developers. The authorities hope that
by destroying the existing configuration of housing and pumping social supports into the areas,
they can reverse the problems that have come to
define these neighborhoods in the eyes of the rest
of the county. However, since its inception two
years ago, the recession and housing market crash
in Ireland have almost completely halted Limerick
Regeneration Project. As developers scramble to

cover their losses throughout the country, the idea
of a partnership with private investors now seems
out of reach. Meanwhile, council residents wait
in limbo: while crime and neglect tear apart their
communities, a depleted government fails to keep
its promises. Both sides acknowledge that the regeneration of Limerick could be a long time coming.
Despite these hardships, the residents maintain a strong desire to stay and fix the social problems in their communities rather than pack up and
leave. With some council neighborhoods dating
back to the 1930s and the most recent built in the
1970s, many families have been in Limerick’s public housing system for decades, stuck in a cycle of
poverty and social exclusion that only seems to entrench itself futher with each generation. Inherited
apathy towards education, lack of employment
opportunities and local industry, and a generous
state social welfare system have ensured the near
total ghettoization of the estates. It has also fostered a siege mentality among residents, who face
discrimination because of their council addresses.
For many, the promise of a new home via regeneration is welcome as long as it does not mean
relocation to another part of the city. As Matt Collins, a life-long resident of the scarred Ballinacurra-Weston neighborhood says, “My wife and I put
our lives into this house and now someone wants
to take it away? They don’t have a clue what we’ve
lived through down here.” n
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Press Representations of Muslim
Minorities in the Wake of 9/11, 7/7, and
the Killing of Theo Van Gogh

By Sachi Nelson
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ince the terrorist attacks of September 11,
2001, immigration debates in Western Europe have intensified dramatically. Commentators – politicians, journalists, and others –argue that 9/11 signals a rupture in contemporary
history; since that day, they claim, the world has
changed irrevocably. At the global level, media has
played an important role in constructing this idea.
Pundits who emphasize cultural difference in their
analysis of contemporary orientations contend
that 9/11 has spurred an accelerating trend towards the polarization of society on a global level,
with “Western” cultures on one side and Islamic
ones on the other. Furthermore, journalists tend to
frame their coverage of unfolding news stories by
focusing on the characteristics of a certain event
that are similar to those of previous newsworthy
events.
The broad debate on Islam in the Netherlands
and the United Kingdom concerns the question
of integration: how immigrants and natives, with
their differing backgrounds and identities, can live
together peacefully in one society. The media has
followed key religiously-motivated terrorist events
and has framed them in a manner that highlights
this broader societal concern. By examining how
these frames have impacted the political discourse
on the integration of Muslim minorities into society, we find that specific events or actions of
violence have a greater impact on media coverage
of minority integration than more pertinent longterm developments such as levels of immigration.
This type of coverage distracts from useful debates
and creates a climate of fear regarding immigration from Muslim countries.
Through the use of Vliegenthart and Roggeband’s predetermined issue-specific frames, this
article traces recent media attention regarding Islam in the Netherlands and Great Britain. The first
frame, “Islam-as-threat,” defines Islam as a threat
to Western civilization and values such as freedom
of expression, gender equality, and tolerance towards homosexuality.a This frame addresses expressions of fear regarding the “Islamisation” of
the West, including debates about state neutrality

and policies seeking to ban religion from the public
sphere. According to this perspective, immigrants
are expected to assimilate to the norms of their
host country. The second, “multicultural” frame
presents cultural diversity as an asset to society,
emphasizing respect and understanding of differences.
Press coverage of the murder of film maker
Theo Van Gogh in Amsterdam on November 2,
2004 and the bombings on the London underground on July 7, 2005 are two prominent cases
of Islamic extremist violence in the Western hemisphere after 9/11. These events are used in this article as a point of comparison of the interaction of
political policy, public opinion and media framing
between the Netherlands and the UK.
Analysis from quality broadsheet newspapers
from both countries is used in order to examine
these issues.. In the Netherlands, this includes De
Volkskrant and NRC Handelsblad; for the UK, The
Guardian and The Times. The bulk of analysis from
these four papers spans the period from 2001 to
2006, focusing on articles that include key words
related to the events in question. This research is
complemented with a number of previous studies on press analysis, focusing particularly on the
quantitative prominence of Muslim immigrant
integration issues and the qualitative proportional
uses of different news frames.
In accordance with framing theory, this paper argues that high-impact events often serve as
prototypes for journalists as their extensive coverage stimulates and shapes subsequent coverage. As
such, similar events that follow these prototypes
are more likely to be covered. Therefore, one could
expect that after 9/11 events with similar characteristics are more likely to receive coverage, and
consequently that any initial negative framing of
Muslims by the media would resurface repeatedly
in these discussions. In the process of news selection, media “gatekeepers” determine issue significance by choosing to feature some events but
not others based on the aforementioned considerations. Terrorist attacks after 9/11, namely the
assassination of Van Gogh and the 7/7 bombings,
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dramatically increased each countries’ media’s use ers who had been classified as illegal immigrants.
of the “Islam-as-threat” frame along similar lines Nevertheless despite apparent setbacks in integrato the initial reporting of 9/11.
tion, multicultural framing dominated both Dutch
parliament and press in the 1990s.
Media Representations of Integration BeHowever, the publication of publicist and
fore 9/11
professor Paul Scheffer’s ominously titled article
Although Islam itself was not a leading topic “The Multicultural Disaster” in NRC Handelsblad
in the media in the
in 2000 marks a shift
Netherlands or the
to criticism of Dutch
UK in the 1970s and
integration practises.
1980s, when it did apHis statements on the
pear in the news the
failures of Dutch mulportrayals were often
ticulturalism and his
negative ones.
insistence that a disIn the Netherconnected ethnic unlands, governmental
derclass was emerging
bodies and politicians
gave voice to concerns
acknowledged probthat many Dutch citilems with the integrazens held, but had not
tion of ethnic minoriyet expressed. He asties in the late 1980s.
serted that the public
This was largely the rehad fallen victim to
sult of the unexpected
the misunderstanding
permanence of guest
that new minorities
workers who were inwould live peacefully
vited to work in the
in the same way as preNetherlands on a temvious denominational
porary basis during
groups had during the
the economic boom of
era of “pillarisation”
the 1960s. The Dutch
policy, which had sysgovernment did not
tematically separated
anticipate that these
civil society based on
young men, mainly
religion or ideology.
citizens of former
In this arrangement,
Dutch colonies and
recognised
leaders
Turkey, would stay
of minority groups
and raise their families
formed compromises
in the Netherlands.
with one another on
Though overall Dutch
issues of mutual inmigration policy was Drawings by Rebeccah Hartz for MFAR
terest. In an increasconsidered successful, by the 1990s the media had ingly multi-ethnic society, however, this method
begun to prominently feature the government’s of consensus was no longer viable. Scheffer critimishandling of integration policies. For example, cized government inaction towards preventing and
in the wake of the Balkan conflicts, the media pub- mitigating the effects of the formation of an ethnic
lished stories about the multitude of asylum seek- underclass. He also denounced the increasing di34

vide between the native Dutch and the country’s
immigrant population, even amongst the third
generation.
Although the title of Scheffer’s essay is hyperbolic, it cannot be denied that serious problems with integration persist. Despite increased
demands for labor, unemployment amongst ethnic minorities is markedly higher than the Dutch
national average. The percentage of secondary
school drop-outs among minority students is three
to four times higher than among students of Dutch
descent. In very general terms, the most intense
cultural conflicts have arisen due to the differences
between the values of Islamic family life and the
Western values of Dutch society. The media has
blamed both immigrants and government inaction
for the perpetuation of this tension.
Richardson indicates that similar tendencies exist in the British press. British Muslims are
largely excluded from broadsheet coverage, and,
if included, they are generally presented within a
negative context such as terrorism or extremism.
Characterising the socioeconomic status of British Muslims is problematic due to victim orientation and the variety of nationalities comprised in
this category. On the whole, the predominantly
Pakistani and Bangladeshi group is highly disadvantaged as measured by employment rates and
educational achievement. Richardson’s research
indicates the lack of representation of the British
Muslim community in the mainstream press is
both a reflection of and a contributing factor to the
social exclusion of the group from broader society. Coverage sharply increased in 1989 when the
Iranian leader Ayatollah Khomeini proclaimed a
fatwa calling for the death of British writer Salman
Rushdie for allegedly blasphemous content in his
novel The Satanic Verses. This led to a storm of indignation in both the British and Dutch presses.
Media representations of integration after
9/11
9/11 prompted the publication of new studies
on the portrayal of Muslims in the media, and the
results varied considerably. In the United States,

Nacos and Torres-Reyna’s research indicated a shift
from limited coverage to more comprehensive, inclusive news presentation particularly with regards
to civil rights and liberties.b In addition, whereas
before 9/11 the media associated Muslims with
negative and stereotypical topics, afterwards they
focused on a wider range of issues such as identity
problems and surges in patriotism amongst Western Muslims. Most studies, however, argue that
a few weeks after the terrorist attack took place,
press coverage reverted to old framing methods
that associated Muslims with terror and violence.
In the Dutch press, the months of September and
October 2001 show clear peaks of attention and
focus, also known as “issue dominance”, on integration in reaction to 9/11. In both the media and
the political sphere, 9/11 shifted coverage of the
integration debate in politics to the Islam-as-threat
frame, at the expense of the multicultural frame.
In Holland, this shift can be seen in large part
as the result of institutional changes in the Hague.
The national election produced a new governing
coalition of the populist anti-Islam party Lijst Pim
Fortuyn (LPF) with the liberal-right Volkspartij voor
Vrijheid en Democratie (VVD) and the Christian
Democratic Appeal (CDA). Trends in newspaper
framing were in line with parliamentary activity,
which primarily focused on how to address Muslim radicalism and how to protect the Netherlands
from terrorist attacks. Although the coalition fell
apart just 87 days after it formed, the Islam-asthreat media frame continued to dominate due
to increased reporting on foreign events in the
Middle East and the VVD’s new policy restricting integration and immigration. The party eventually passed laws requiring compulsory Dutch
language and culture tests for non-EU prospective
residents and waves of deportation for refugees
and asylum-seekers to their country of origin. In
addition, more critical discussions of the tensions
between Islamic and Western cultures increased
in the public realm. “Islam-as-threat” remains the
most dominant frame amongst most Dutch media
outlets.
The British context differs from the Neth35

erlands in several ways. Most notably, Britain is
engaged in Iraq and strongly supports the Global
War on Terror. Although then-PM Tony Blair attempted to make it clear that his government’s
support for these policies was not tantamount to
participating in a war against Islam, the political
rhetoric surrounding the events of 9/11 suggested
that this threat was being projected by a new kind
of enemy requiring a new approach to warfare in
order to counteract it.

Initially, The Guardian had a wide variety of
coverage after 9/11 featuring many different commentators. The paper printed articles ranging from
Hugo Young’s piece, which asserted that though
“it may not be PC to say it but Islam is at the heart
of this” (October 9, 2001), to Tariq Modood’s
commentary on Western Muslims refuting the application of Huntington’s “clash of civilizations”
theory to the post-9/11 international context (Sep36

tember 20, 2001). This initial coverage was followed by reports advocating for counter-terrorism
legislation.
The Times, on the other hand, paid greater
attention to the exclusion of others and the more
sensationalist aspects of the events. It was also
more likely to link the activities of terrorists living in Britain to British Muslims.c The paper focused largely on locating the hijackers’ activity in
Britain, and six further articles demonstrated the
global interconnection
aspect of the Muslim
terrorist network. The
paper’s overarching narrative, encapsulated in
its daily headline “War
on Terror” followed by
varying
subheadings
such as “the Hunt,”
“Islam in Britain,” and
“British Muslims,” firmly placed Islam and British Muslims within the
broad framework of international terrorism. In
addition, the front pages
of daily reporting were
dominated by warnings
of more attacks with police confirmation of the
viability of these alleged
threats. This kind of coverage was followed by
a shift that brought the
focus to stories about
the failings of the British
intelligence, police, and legal systems to responsd
to the ‘terrorist’ threat, with The Times’ editorial
pages calling for quick action and a further diligence afforded to national security issues by the
government.d
After 9/11, both The Guardian and The Times
clearly heightened their coverage of Islam. Both
papers focused on terrorist activities in Britain and
on the need for counterterrorist legislation. A com-

mon theme that emerged after 9/11 was the “threat
within” or “home-grown terrorism,” with a number of articles focusing on two British hijackers’
separate visits to Pakistan and Afghanistan prior
patriotism amongst Western Muslims. Most studies, however, argue that a few weeks after the terrorist attack took place, press coverage reverted to
old framing methods that associated Muslims with
terror and violence. In the Dutch press, the months
of September and October 2001 show clear peaks
of attention and focus, also known as “issue dominance”, on integration in reaction to 9/11. In both
the media and the political sphere, 9/11 shifted
coverage of the integration debate in politics to the
Islam-as-threat frame, at the expense of the multicultural frame.
In Holland, this shift can be seen in large part
as the result of institutional changes in the Hague.
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coalition of the populist anti-Islam party Lijst Pim
Fortuyn (LPF) with the liberal-right Volkspartij voor
Vrijheid en Democratie (VVD) and the Christian
Democratic Appeal (CDA). Trends in newspaper
framing were in line with parliamentary activity,
which primarily focused on how to address Muslim radicalism and how to protect the Netherlands
from terrorist attacks. Although the coalition fell
apart just 87 days after it formed, the Islam-asthreat media frame continued to dominate due
to increased reporting on foreign events in the
Middle East and the VVD’s new policy restricting integration and immigration. The party eventually passed laws requiring compulsory Dutch
language and culture tests for non-EU prospective
residents and waves of deportation for refugees
and asylum-seekers to their country of origin. In
addition, more critical discussions of the tensions
between Islamic and Western cultures increased
in the public realm. “Islam-as-threat” remains the
most dominant frame amongst most Dutch media
outlets.
The British context differs from the Netherlands in several ways. Most notably, Britain is
engaged in Iraq and strongly supports the Global
War on Terror. Although then-PM Tony Blair at-

tempted to make it clear that his government’s
support for these policies was not tantamount to
participating in a war against Islam, the political
rhetoric surrounding the events of 9/11 suggested
that this threat was being projected by a new kind
of enemy requiring a new approach to warfare in
order to counteract it.
Initially, The Guardian had a wide variety of
coverage after 9/11 featuring many different commentators. The paper printed articles ranging from
Hugo Young’s piece, which asserted that though
“it may not be PC to say it but Islam is at the heart
of this” (October 9, 2001), to Tariq Modood’s
commentary on Western Muslims refuting the application of Huntington’s “clash of civilizations”
theory to the post-9/11 international context (September 20, 2001). This initial coverage was followed by reports advocating for counter-terrorism
legislation.
The Times, on the other hand, paid greater
attention to the exclusion of others and the more
sensationalist aspects of the events. It was also
more likely to link the activities of terrorists living in Britain to British Muslims.c The paper focused largely on locating the hijackers’ activity in
Britain, and six further articles demonstrated the
global interconnection aspect of the Muslim terrorist network. The paper’s overarching narrative,
encapsulated in its daily headline “War on Terror” followed by varying subheadings such as “the
Hunt,” “Islam in Britain,” and “British Muslims,”
firmly placed Islam and British Muslims within
the broad framework of international terrorism. In
addition, the front pages of daily reporting were
dominated by warnings of more attacks with police confirmation of the viability of these alleged
threats. This kind of coverage was followed by a
shift that brought the focus to stories about the
failings of the British intelligence, police, and legal
systems to responsd to the ‘terrorist’ threat, with
The Times’ editorial pages calling for quick action
and a further diligence afforded to national security issues by the government.d
After 9/11, both The Guardian and The Times
clearly heightened their coverage of Islam. Both
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papers focused on terrorist activities in Britain and
on the need for counterterrorist legislation. A common theme that emerged after 9/11 was the “threat
within” or “home-grown terrorism,” with a number of articles focusing on two British hijackers’
separate visits to Pakistan and Afghanistan prior
to the attacks. On this account, Islam is portrayed
as a foreign element and Britain as a safe haven,
despite the fact that the hijackers were converted
to radical Islam within the UK. This pattern of
highlighting the negative aspects of Muslim culture at home helped usher in the 2001British AntiTerrorism, Crime and Security Bill in Parliament,
thus exemplifying the media’s power to amplify
perceived danger and social differences.
In both the Netherlands and the UK, the
press strongly associated Muslims with terrorism
immediately after 9/11. While the frequency of
references to this linkage steadily declined in subsequent news coverage, it remains significantly
higher than before 9/11.
The Dutch Press After the Murder of Theo
Van Gogh
In the Netherlands, internal political and
societal developments – particularly the assassination of filmmaker Theo Van Gogh on November
2, 2004 – further shifted the media’s discussion of
Muslim integration from the multicultural to the
Islam-as-threat frame.
Based on a script by right-wing Dutch MP
Ayaan Hirsi Ali, Van Gogh’s short film Submission,
released in August 2004, aggressively showcased
violence against women in Islamic society. Three
months after the film’s first television broadcast,
Van Gogh was murdered by Mohammed Bouyeri,
a 26-year-old Muslim extremist of Dutch Moroccan origins. The public debate on Muslim integration following the murder was a highly charged
one, employing “for-or-against” rhetoric that pitted the principles of univeralism, secularism, liberalism, and security against Islam, backwardness,
theocracy, and terror.
Many members of parliament, particularly
Hirsi Ali and Geert Wilders, were particularly vo38

cal in their stigmatization of Islam as the broad
cultural cause behind the event. Indeed, Minister
of finance Gerrit Zalm, framing his comments
within Huntington’s “clash of civilizations” theory,
declared that there was a war between Islam and
the West.e Whereas Scheffer’s more radical critical
views had initially met with a lot of opposition,
they now came to the fore of public debate- thus
marking the end of the “multiculturalist” frame’s
domination. Discussions on integration now focused on the intolerance of Islam, the threat of
Muslim extremism and Muslims’ lack of humour,
as exemplified by the work of Dutch commentators Rolf Bos of de Volkskrant and Afshin Ellian of
NRC Handelsblad.
Interestingly, though negative associations in
other realms increased, the association of Islam
specifically with international terrorism actually
decreased significantly in broadsheet media after
the murder of Van Gogh. Though some media
outlets often described the murder as a terrorist act,
this did not lead to a longer trend in framing that
characterized Muslims as terrorists. Instead, the
papers tended to shift focus away from the 9/11
emphasis on security threats towards a discussion
of the potentially dangerous cultural differences
between Muslims and the Dutch.
The British Press After the 7/7 Bombings
On the morning of July 7, 2005, a series of
four bombs exploded on the London underground
and a bus, killing more than 50 people and injuring
approximately 780 others. The bombings were carried out by four British-born Muslim youths. This
attack was followed by four more attempted bombings in London on July 21, 2005. Within a month
of these events, Prime Minister Tony Blair announced a “comprehensive framework for action
in dealing with the terrorist threat to Britain,” and
warned that “the rules of the game are changing.”f
Despite the British origin of the bombers, public
and press attention gravitated towards the emerging political “game” to which the Prime Minister
referred: revised grounds for deportation, refusal
of asylum, and the founding of a Home Office

commission to advise on policies for “inadequately integrated” Muslim communities.
The Islam-as-threat frame continued to dominate the press, although attitudes towards Muslims
following the attacks
were mixed. While
the media continued
to stress the importance of security and
the Global War on
Terror, it also showed
compassion towards
the everyday problems faced by British
Muslims by drawing
attention to the negative
repercussions
they have suffered
since the 7/7 tragedy.
In particular, these
accounts sought to
show how surveillance and concomitant fear is greatly
impacting the daily
lives of these communities.
While the first
anniversary of the
7/7 attacks was
marked by reflection
and grief, by the second anniversary the
media had shifted its
focus to recent bomb
plots in London and
the plan to attack the
Glasgow airport that
was uncovered the
week before. Again,
the predominant message from the press was that
Muslim militants posed a real threat; however, the
overall reporting was less strident with each passing year, most likely because the Glasgow and
London attempts of 2007 had been foiled.

Europeanization? Comparing the Netherlands and the UK
When comparing the murder of Theo Van
Gogh to the 7/7 attacks, it is important to note
the distinctive characteristics of these two
events. The assassination of Theo Van
Gogh was the murder of a public figure,
whereas the London
bombings
targeted
anonymous
people.
For many Dutch, Van
Gogh was a symbol of
free speech and therefore his killing was
considered a violation
of this fundamental
right. For the British,
the bombings violated
the basic trust of public safety
The public debates in the Netherlands and the UK have
followed
different
and opposing paths: a
pro-multicultural discourse in Britain and
a pro-assimilation discourse in the Netherlands. Though several
high-profile
figures
promote multiculturalism, the agenda-setters in the Netherlands
have been entrenched
in
pro-assimilation
since the beginning of
this century. The two main differences between the
ways the Dutch and the British handled the public
debate on Islam can be linked to the aforementioned tendencies. First, the Dutch public debate
was more heated as the dominant pro-assimilation
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discourse posited a sharp dichotomy between “us”
(the native Dutch) and “them” (Muslims). In the
UK, the tone of the debate was more balanced and
polite. Their dominant “us” and “them” dichotomy divided the population along the lines of Britons, regardless of cultural heritage, and Muslim
extremists- not non-Muslims and Muslims. Extremist voices in the tabloids aside, Britain’s press
generally promoted interaction between different
communities.
Evidence of the continued dominance of a
pro-assimilation perspective in the Netherlands is
demonstrated by the success of certain political
factions in recent years. The politician Pim Fortuyn established a strong pro-assimilation platform in the aftermath of 9/11 and his popularity
rose rapidly through media hype. Despite his death
in 2002, his party, the LPF, made a huge impression in Dutch society. Fortuyn’s notable role in the
integration debate was taken over by other charismatic figures such as Hirsi Ali and Geert Wilders,
who, after leaving the VVD, founded the Party for
Freedom. Wilders’ party enjoys wide support for
its stated platform of adopting measures to restrict
immigration and to promote assimilation-based
policy on integration.
In the UK, however, the pro-assimilation discourse of the British National Party has been curtailed by the dominance of the Labour Party. Since
1997, Blair has advocated for the renewal of British multiculturalism, stressing the need for every
citizen to support national laws and values. Correspondingly, mainstream politics and media have
marginalized pro-assimilation discourse. A point
of common ground between the Dutch experience
following the assassination of Theo van Gogh and
the British experience after 7/7 is the weakness of
the voice of Muslims and Muslim communities in
the national debate surrounding Islam in Western
society. If we assert that the media is a reflection
of society, the under-representation of Muslims
reveals the disadvantaged position of Muslim immigrants in both countries, as well as the lack of
established intellectual elites equipped to represent
Muslim communities in the media.
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In response to these claims, the British media
has devoted more space to Muslim perspectives of
late. For example, the Guardian has included the
‘extremist’ views of Sheikh Abu Hamza al-Masri
as well as ‘moderate’ sources such as the Muslim
Council of Britain in its coverage of various issues
surrounding Islam. Though this presentation of
highly polarized views is problematic as it is still
far from representative of the full range of ideas
espoused by British Muslims, we can be optimistic
that the future may hold increasingly equal spaces
for diverse perspectives in the British media. In
addition, audiences are increasingly interested in
learning about culturally sensitive topics. The media is in many ways a limited source of information
due precisely to the fact that it employs framing to
triage information into news content, but perhaps
a more inclusive use of framing will transform it
over time to meet this growing demand.
Conclusion
Clearly, Islam in the West is now a salient
issue. Previously at the margins of the press, it is
now an uncomfortably familiar topic. Reactions to
the terrorist attacks of 9/11 significantly and permanently altered both the media and the political
debates on integration of Muslim minorities on a
global level. In fact, the debate on the integration
of minorities is itself becoming both more international in scope and more national in character.
In global politics the debate revolves around the
viability and applicability of the “clash of civilizations” concept to our contemporary context, while
concerns about integration reaffirm the centrality
of the concept of nationhood even in this increasingly transnational era. While the terrorist threat
is in most ways one that defies national borders,
the primary focus of Dutch and British broadsheet
press nonetheless depicts Muslim citizens as an
‘alien’ culture within the purview of the state.
The coverage of 9/11 established a strong
precedent that precipitated the increased use of
the “Islam-as-threat” frame. Shifts in the media are
long-term, as the press is generally reluctant to use
frames that have not been previously popular in the

past. After the hostile international environment in
the wake of 9/11, the identification of Muslims
with terrorism evolved in conjunction with similar
local events. However, while this association was
reinforced in the Dutch press after Van Gogh’s assassination, it was slightly reduced in the British
press after the London bombings, where more attention was devoted to domestic rather than international problems with Muslim communities. n
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Quand on fuit sa maison parce qu'on ne
peut plus y vivre, c'est qu'il n'y a rien à se
mettre sous la dent
par Jean Barthélemy Hamade N’diaye
Introduction par Joe Penney
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a région du Sahel de l'Afrique Occidentale,
aussi appelée la « rive » du désert Saharien,
est composée de plusieurs pays parmi les
plus pauvres au monde: Le Sénégal, la Mauritanie,
le Mali, le Burkina Faso, Le Niger et le Nigeria. Ce
dernier, avec un produit intérieur brut de 2.300 $
par an, tient la place du pays le plus riche de cette
zone selon les statistiques de la CIA.a Le Niger, où
chaque citoyen gagne environs 700 $ par an, a le
produit national brut le plus bas. Il est donc peu
surprenant de constater que plus de 7,5 millions
de personnes ont fui cette région, selon les chiffres
de L'OCDE.b
L'immigration africaine (occidentale) en Europe, est un sujet sensible et controversé. Des pirogues décrépites dans l'Atlantique, avec à leur bord
des clandestins se dirigeant vers les îles Canaries
en Espagne ou la « jungle » de Calais en France,
sont les images qui prévalent dans les médias et
les imaginations occidentales. Certes, il est facile
et logique de penser que nombre d'habitants des
pays pauvres cherchent à venir dans les pays riches
à tout prix. Mais cette vision des clandestins est
fausse et mensongère, car elle ne représente qu'une
infime partie de cette émigration. La plupart des
sahéliens qui cherchent à venir en Europe le font
légalement, et 90% des émigrants d'Afrique occidentale ne quittent pas leur continent. Au contraire, leurs déplacements sont répartis dans les pays
développés de la région, comme la Côte d'Ivoire,
le Ghana et le Sénégal. Ces chiffres sont pourtant
ignorés, laissant seule l'image des pirogues à la télévision.
L'immigration des jeunes sahéliens en Europe, spécialement l'immigration légale, doit être vue
avec plus d'humanisme et de tolérance. Elle est un
grand bond en avant pour ces jeunes, et un choix
rationnel qu'ils sont poussés à prendre par des situations politiques et économiques. Les médias,
en France et en Europe en général, doivent leur
donner la parole.
Tous les pays développés se posent des questions identitaires face à la mutation de leurs sociétés et de leurs populations. Dans vingt ans par
exemple, les blancs seront une minorité aux États-

Unis. Si l'on a pas de chiffres sur la composition de
la société française -car ils sont interdits- le grand
débat sur « l'identité nationale » lancé par le gouvernement il y a quelques mois est une illustration de ce questionnement. On a pu constater, si
c'était encore nécessaire, que le communautarisme
et l'ethnocentrisme étaient encore bien présents.
La peur de l'étranger entraîne un repli sur soi et
un manque de solidarité criant. Cette perspective
conservatrice prédomine et implique des restrictions plus fortes sur l'immigration, on commence
même à parler de gardes-frontières européens. Car
cette tendance est en effet au moins européenne.
Pourtant, et c'est irrémédiable, nos intérêts
à tous deviennent de plus en plus communs dans
un monde chaque jour plus connecté. À la vue de
l'évolution démographique des populations européennes par exemple, le continent a besoin de main
d'œuvre. La discrimination contre les immigrants
n'est alors pas la solution.
L'avenir nous offre deux options. Nous pouvons maintenir le statu quo, ou nous pouvons préparer la société de nos enfants – une société plus
intégrée dans laquelle les minorités ne seront plus
mises de côté, dans laquelle il faudra chercher à
partager le pouvoir et à offrir les mêmes privilèges
à toute la population. Alors notre destinée sera liée
avec des sénégalais, des ivoiriens, des maliens, des
burkinabés. Nous sommes plus proche de ces sociétés qu'on ne le pense, et s'ouvrir aux autres nous
bénéficiera au moins autant qu'à eux. S'il faut bien
sûr conserver l'harmonie et la cohésion des sociétés, le danger se trouve dans l'intolérance de l'autre
comme l'a si bien démontré la Suisse en interdisant
la construction de minarets. Cette peur est étroitement liée au manque de connaissance de l'autre.
La construction du monde de demain commence
donc par une représentation claire et juste des immigrants dans les médias.
L'image du clandestin comme l'horreur de la
« jungle » de Calais, un campement illégal où 276
migrants dont 135 mineurs attendaient avant de
partir en Angleterre, sont aujourd’hui les représentations populaires.c Bien qu'elles soient réelles, elles
doivent être accompagnées d'images de la majorité
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ordé par l'océan atlantique, le Sénégal est
au confluent de l'Europe, de l'Afrique et des
Amériques, à un carrefour des routes maritimes et aériennes. La République du Sénégal est
une République laïque, démocratique et sociale.
Mais face aux dysfonctionnements des mécanismes de l'État et des entreprises, l'immigration
des jeunes sénégalais, principalement en Europe,
prend des proportions alarmantes. Le Pays vit un
moment difficile et sans précédent. Il est tel un
bateau en pleine mer en passe de prendre l'eau de
toutes parts.
Le 19 mars 2000, lors des élections présidentielles, le peuple sénégalais a désapprouvé le socialiste Abdou Diouf au profit du libéral Abdoulaye
Wade. Ce choix s'avère amer pour la population,
qui a le sentiment d'avoir troqué son gouvernement
de borgnes contre des aveugles. Le modèle démocratique semble perdu dans un épais brouillard.
Pourtant de nombreuses promesses avaient
été faites aux jeunes, leur donnant espoir et optimisme: « Nous avons le financement de ces projets et j'ai décidé de ne plus laisser cette jeunesse
dans les conditions dans lesquelles elle se trouve
aujourd'hui »... Ce n'était que de belles paroles.
Non contents de ne pas tenir leurs engagements, les dirigeants s'adonnent à leur jeu favori:
Corruption et magouille, pilotage à vue et diversion, intimidation et coups bas, sacrilège, mascarade. Le pays et ses institutions sont à genoux. Les
valeurs de la Républiques bafouées par des dirigeants qui n'assument pas les responsabilités qui
leur incombe, et qui ont une vision de la politique
qui profite à leurs proches.
Ainsi la jeunesse n'occupe pas une place
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de choix dans les plans gouvernementaux. Alors
qu'elle est l'avenir du pays, elle rencontre de nombreuses difficultés, à commencer par l'enseignement universitaire. En effet, une grande partie des
programmes offerts ne sont ni adaptés à notre réalité économique, ni à nos besoins socioculturels.
Nombre de jeunes se retrouvent au chômage malgré de longues années d'études, car les emplois disponibles ne correspondent pas aux profils acquis
sur les bancs des universités. Les jeunes ne trouvent pas de travail, leurs conditions sociales sont
accablantes. Beaucoup en âge de travailler sont
obligés de se faire entretenir par leurs parents.
Ces raisons poussent la jeunesse à regarder
ailleurs, vers l'Europe. La situation bien meilleure
de leurs frères, cousins ou amis qui y sont déjà les
y encourage. Le choix de l'Europe pour faire ses
études s'explique par l'ancrage historique et géographique du Sénégal dans ce continent et par le
rayonnement international de l'enseignement supérieur européen. Permettant aux jeunes de continuer leurs études puis travailler dans de meilleures
conditions, le continent est assimilé à L'Eldorado.
Les opportunités et le confort social offerts par
l’Europe rendent son attraction inévitable face à
la situation de la jeunesse sénégalaise. Celle-ci ne
fuit pas son pays aveuglement attirée par l’Europe
mais car elle ne peut faire autrement. Si elle bénéficiait des mêmes avantages, jamais elle n'immigrerait autant. Quand on fuit sa maison parce qu'on
ne peut plus y vivre, c'est qu'il n'y a rien à se mettre
sous la dent. L'Europe offre aux jeunes sénégalais
désirant immigrer légalement l’opportunité d’un
enseignement utile. Il les aide à exploiter leur potentiel, à accroitre leurs compétences en matière
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Sources
des immigrants, des ouvriers qui ont pris la difficile
a Central Intelligence Agency
décision de quitter leurs pays pour aller gagner ce
b Organisation de coopération et de développequ'ils peuvent dans un nouveau monde.
C'est avec cela en tête que nous publions l'ar- ment économiques
c Flore Galaud, « La «jungle» de Calais démticle suivant, écrit par Jean Barthélemy Hamade
antelée », lefigaro.fr. 23/09/2009 / hyperlink: http://tiN’diaye, étudiant de 25 ans de Dakar, Sénégal, qui nyurl.com/kpecss
exprime cette perspective dramatiquement absente
des débats politiques sur l'immigration en France,
en Europe, et dans tout le monde « développé ».
-Joe Penney

Découragés par la politique de leur pays, les jeunes sénégalais sont poussés vers l’Europe et les Etats-Unis.
de communication, de travail en équipe, à acquérir
des bases théoriques et pratiques solides de la vie
en entreprise.
Il est à signaler aussi que face aux avancées
de la science et des nouvelles technologies, le Sénégal se doit, comme tout pays en voie de développement, d'envoyer ou de laisser partir ses jeunes
étudiants et diplômés se former en Europe. En particulier l'Europe de l'ouest. La circulation des compétences est en effet indispensable et indissociable
du développement international.
Le Sénégal n'est pas un pays de misère, de
guerre, de maladies ou de famines comme veulent
le faire croire ceux qui effectuent, au risque de
leurs vies, le voyage clandestin vers l'occident. À la
recherche d'une meilleure condition sociale, ceuxlà ne trouveront dans l'immigration clandestine
aucune garantie de sécurité sociale ou de respect
de leurs droits fondamentaux. Mais s'ils le font,
c'est que l'avenir est incertain.
Le Sénégal doit travailler ses bases en profondeur, que ce soit les mécanismes de l'État, la
régulation et l'efficacité des entreprises ou l'éduca-

tion. Le pays a besoin d'ordre, d'un avenir que l'on
peut prévoir ; de la mise en place d'une véritable
méritocratie ; de s'imprégner de l'idée qu'exploiter
le potentiel de ses jeunes serait un bénéfice pour
eux-mêmes comme pour la société. Il faut moderniser les mentalités, mettre les valeurs du travail,
du professionnalisme, de l'honneur et de l'intégrité
au centre de la société ; tout en élargissant les espaces de liberté et de démocratie. Une moralisation
de la société dans son ensemble est nécessaire, et
le sens des responsabilités et de la citoyenneté doivent être diffusés.
Je suis né d’un père militaire maintenant à la
retraite et d’une mère secrétaire de direction qui
se procurent au jour le jour les ressources nécessaires à la vie. La situation me motive à me lancer
à la conquête de la vie, pour essayer d'être utile à
la famille et à la société. Je ne suis ni optimiste, ni
pessimiste, mais réaliste et confiant. Beaucoup de
choses sont à faire, et la clef appartient aux dirigeants, aux citoyens, et à la jeunesse sénégalaise.
n
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Stranded in Bangladesh
Photographs by David White
www.duckrabbit.info
Article by Barbara Crossette
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angladesh, born in 1971 in bloody war to
break away from Pakistan, has since suffered political upheavals, military rule and
all the deprivations of a poor, overcrowded nation
of nearly 160 million people. But nothing has been
more threatening to the nation’s physical survival
than water.
With a 440-mile coastline along the oftenstormy Bay of Bengal, the largely flat land of Bangladesh is at the mercy of three great Asian rivers,
the Ganges, Brahmaputra, and Meghna, which
join and then divide to form multiple mouths pouring into the bay. Low water means drought; high
water rushing down from the Himalayas and the
Tibetan Plateau means floods.
Waterborne diseases flourish across flooded fields and villages, where people also die of
snake bites when poisonous reptiles seek refuge in
thatched roofs and on rafters of homes. The country has one of the world’s premier centers for the
study and treatment of diarrheal diseases, a legacy
of the suffering many endure.
From the Bay of Bengal come cyclones,
which kill vulnerable people who cling to their
homes along the coast and on islands of silt that
have built up offshore. In 1991, an unnamed storm
whose path was wider than the country itself
killed about 130,000 people, although the final toll
remains unclear. In 2007, cyclone Sidr brought
winds over 130 miles an hour, destroying flimsy
homes by the hundreds. Up to 10,000 people are

thought to have perished.
Remarkably, in the face of such cataclysmic
assaults from river and sea, Bangladeshis have
proven to be heroically resilient. They now enjoy
limited but important economic development, a
democratic government, and social progress alleviating a range of needs. The Grameen Bank
and BRAC, two home-grown nongovernmental
organizations, pioneered microfinance and have
achieved international recognition. Women’s
health organizations have introduced family planning and compassionate, effective prenatal care
and fostered child well being.
A majority Muslim nation, Bangladesh, has
enrolled virtually all its girls in school and is on
track to meet by 2015 most if not all of the United Nations’ Millennium Development Goals, an
eight-point plan to reduce poverty, disease and
gender inequities, among other targets.
Now, however, the most ominous threat
looming over a nation that knows the destructive
power of nature better than most is climate change
– and it is something that Bangladeshis can do
nothing to prevent or mitigate. They can be saved
from more catastrophes only if the world agrees to
act in unison to roll back emissions that are melt
ing the Himalayan glaciers and to assuage other
aspects of global warming that could intensify the
storms already menacing life on an unimaginable
scale. n
-Barbara Crossette

Above: Villagers from Gabura village wash from the only clean water source, whilst a man prepares his roof for
an impending level three cyclone. Most of the villagers do not like the slightly salty taste of the safe pump water
and prefer to drink the dangerous, unflitered water from the nearby river.
First spread: A brother and sister from Gabura float amongst the devastated landscape of their village. The village residents now live atop a nearby dam.
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Flooding around Alimoddi village on the island of Bhola create a surreal landscape, causing many villagers to
lose their homes. The day before this photograph was taken, the area was land.
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A villager from Forki, a tiny village at the end of Bhola island, sits at the former site of his local mosque. Water
level in the river, rising unexpectedly fast due to the melting of the Himalayan glaciers north of Bangladesh,
swallowed the mosque a few days earlier.
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Above: A woman and her child stand at home in the building that used to house the cillage school. Rising water
levels forced them from their home in Forki, leading to their resettlement in the village’s only brick building. The
school’s new use has halted education in the village.

Village approach the island of Jafar Koloni, in Madanpur union. The island’s residents build their huts on stilts
because water overtakes the surrounding land for eight hours a day.

Preceding spread: A young girl in Alimoddi village, Bhola, overlooks an ineffective water barrier made of bamboo,
fabric, and lots of mud.
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Ethnic Consciousness:
The Case of Sri Lanka
By Daya Somasundaram

T

Above: Fishermen repair nets in Alimoddi village, Bhola.
Preceding spread: A young boy casts a net to try to catch shrimp in the waters around what is left of Gabura, a
small village in Shatkira district. Until recently, Gabura was protected from rising water levels by a large dam.
Cyclone Sidr destroyed the dam, allowing water to destroy the village.

For those interested in donating to programs that help alleviate the negative effects of climate change on Bangladesh’s water supply, please visit www.oxfam.org.uk or check out
NGOs listed at http://www.ngoforum-bd.org/index.htm.
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he dangers inherent in emphasising difference and exclusiveness as the foundations
of collective identities are not to be underestimated. While group identities provide various
benefits, the consequences of a group considering
itself superior to others often results in violence. The
polarised ethnic consciousnesses of the two main
groups in Sri Lanka, the Sinhalese and the Tamils,
has fuelled a violent civil conflict for over 25 years.
Ethnic segmentation in Sri Lanka evolved from the
colonial and post-colonial experiences that divided
the population along racial lines. In the pre-colonial
period, different linguistic groups coexisted in relative harmony for centuries despite dynastic feuding,
intense rivalry among kings, and inter-caste conflicts. The initial categorisation of the population in
ethnic terms came from European theories of racial
classifications; these divisions have unfortunately
persisted after decolonisation with devastating consequences.
Though socially concerned scholars (Committee for Rational Development, 1983; Spencer, 1990;
Jeganathan & Ismail, 1995; Roberts, 1977; 1994;
1997; Obeyesekere, 1988; Tambiah, 1992; Bastian,
1994) have belatedly begun to deconstruct these divisive consciousnesses, these nationalisms have already become invested with considerable emotion.
They are supported by strong mythic beliefs that

defy rational argument. Ultimately they are “imagined” (Anderson, 2006), or what Marxists call false
consciousness, or what Buddhist and Hindu philosphers would call maya. As Allport (1958) points
out: “A subtle and attractive mystery surrounds the
concept of blood... This symbolism has no support
from science. Race is a fashionable focus for the
propaganda of alarmists and demagogues... Racists
seem to be people who out of their own anxieties,
have manufactured the demon of race.”
Amongst scholars and academics who trace
the origins of ethnic consciousness, most agree that
its current manifestation in Sri Lanka is of recent
origin. Sinhalese and Tamil ethnic identities are not
genetically inherent. Low Country and Kandyan
Sinhalese used to be considered different groups
only a century ago, more so than the SinhaleseTamil demarcation that, at the time, overlapped in
many castes without apparent tension. The sharp
divide in Sinhalese-Tamil identities evolved from
a confluence of socio-cultural, political, economic,
ecological, contextual, and psychological factors.
Aspiring leaders and interested parties have astutely
fanned and manipulated these points of contention
to serve their own ends.
According to Sivaram (Whitaker, 2007),
modern ruling elites have found ethno-nationalism
to be the most effective principle to organize and
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govern emerging modern nation-states. The emotional loyalty and passions it generates make it an
easy mechanism to garner votes, obedience, sacrifice, and control. Gilroy (2000) eloquently opposes
the “emergence and entrenchment of biopolitical
power as a means and technique for managing the
life of populations, states and societies.” Biopolitical
power is based on ethno-nationalism. It is a form
of ‘New Racism’ in the post-colonial world, arising
out of beliefs in discrete and exclusive racial and national identities that are then linked to a genomic,
essentialist fundamentalism.
Today’s ethno-nationalist politicians and academics in Sri Lanka have
used these divisive ideas to
influence peoples’ perceptions of themselves as part
of exclusive ethnic categories. Sri Lankan parliamentary politics have produced
ethnically-based tyrannies
of the majority. Aspiring
leaders have learned to appeal to ethnic passions as
an easy route to power, thus
prolonging the war between
the Sinhalese and the Tamils that has left deep emotional scars on individuals,
families, and communities.
Moreover, the acrimonious debate as to which
ethnic group came to Sri Lanka first, which features
prominently in the discourse of group divisions
based on historic grievances, is laden with misunderstanding. No evidence exists to support the Sinhalese argument that their group came to Sri Lanka
first as an ‘Aryan’ migration from North India, nor
for the Tamils’ claim to South Indian origins. Rather, the historical record shows that the island’s local
inhabitants adapted to influences from mainland
India fomented by the movement of traders, craftsman, skilled workers, mercenaries, prisoners of war,
and brides in both directions (Indrapala, 2007).
Further, migrants came not only from various parts
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of India but also from Java, Malaysia, Arabia, and
more recently, Europe. People also migrated within
Sri Lanka and freely switched from one language to
another. Thus ethnic, linguistic, and religious identifies were fluid, overlapping, and inclusive.
I contend that the only path to reconciliation
is to make people aware of the value of other ethnic constructions by breaking down and rebuilding
these historically-rooted but ultimately perceived
identities. However, before this can take place, the
underpinning socio-economic factors that have
worked to maintain polarised attitudes must be
transformed. Taking these
steps is the only way can
we begin to build a vision
for lasting peace in Sri Lanka’s future.
The Colonial Origins of the Conflict
The extreme polarisation of the country’s two
main groups, the Tamils
and the Sinhalese, is the
largest obstacle standing in
the way of a lasting solution to Sri Lanka’s ethnic
strife. The basic divide is
one of language. Seventyfour percent of the population is categorized as Sinhalese speakers. Of
these, over 93 percent are Buddhist. The remainder of the population is mostly composed of the
25.7 percent Tamil-speaking minority, about half
of whom are Sri Lankan Tamils. Almost 29 percent are Muslims and the remaining 21 percent are
Hill Country Tamils. There is a negligible number
of Burghers, Malays and Veddas that account for
the remaining 1.5 percent of the country’s population.
The source of the highly charged division between the Sinhalese and the Tamils can be linked
to the cycle of ethnically-motivated inequality that
was experienced by both sides during the past century. Under British rule, Tamils were perceived as

holding an unfair advantage, since they were disproportionately better educated and better employed
by the state. However, the situation was inversed in
other sectors such as commerce and agriculture, as
the arid and underdeveloped land of the northeast
Tamil territories lacked the level of resources available to the rest of the island.
The disproportionate number of Tamils in
these sectors led to affirmative action campaigns
by the subsequent Sinhalese governments. In time,
however, the government overshot the mark and
Tamils began to see themselves as disadvantaged in
relation to the Sinhalese in terms of government investment (mainly in education) and felt themselves
slipping from the privileged position they had previously enjoyed in certain key areas (see Table l). They
felt they had become “2nd class citizens” (Schwarz,
1988). Now, not only the state but the private sector and even some diplomatic missions discriminate
against Tamils in their hiring practices, as well as
when issuing visas and scholarships. While employing Sinhalese workers engenders good relations
with and benefits from the state for employers, hiring Tamils can bring trouble due to costly intrusions
by the police and armed services, who frequently arrest and detain Tamil employees.
Table 1: Percentages
Sri Lanka, by sector.
Year
1956
Administration 30
Clerical Service 50
Professionals
60
Armed Forces
40

of Tamils employed in
1965
20
30
30
20

1970
5
5
10
1

2002
8
9
10
<.01

The Construction of Ethnic Consciousnesses
An interesting characteristic of the ethno-national discourse between the Sinhalese and Tamil
groups is that the majority and minority ideologies
are, in many ways, mirror images of one another.
Both ideologies define the ‘other’ in terms of exclusion and opposition. War, then, becomes a contest between hegemonic ideologies for supremacy
in an attempt to impose a particular construction

of social reality. However, both operate within the
same paradigm of ethno-nationalism by producing a master narrative that is hegemonic within
the group and totalitarian in nature. In a politically contested, polarised, and violent situation,
attempts to transcend these narratives can be taken
as treason; the mentality becomes one of either being with or against the group, with little room for
flexibility or compromise.
The majority Sinhalese Buddhist consciousness has evolved to identify itself with a territorial
claim to the whole island (Sinhadeepa), as well as
the Sinhalese language and the Buddhist religion.
However, Sinhalese Christians form about seven
percent of the Sinhalese population and mostly
share the beliefs of the dominant Sinhalese consciousness. Many Sinhalese nationalist elite leaders came from this social stratum, and later converted to Buddhism.
According to Kumari Jayawardena (1986), the
Sinhalese-Buddhist consciousness is based on:
1) The doctrine of the primacy and superiority
of the Sinhalese `race' as the original, true inhabitants of the island. This is linked to a myth that the
Sinhalese were `Aryan' migrants from Bengal.
2) The concept that the Sinhalese race has been
placed in a special relationship to Buddhism as its
protector. Appeals to save Buddhism from infidels
are frequent in the rhetoric of Sinhalese ethno-nationalism. In recent years, some Sinhalese leaders
have gone as far as calling for a dharma yudhaya, or
holy war, to protect the Buddhist religion.
3) The feeling of insecurity that stems from
the fact that, unlike the other minority groups which
have ethnic links with other countries, the Sinhalese
are a regional minority that does not exist outside
of Sri Lanka. This is particularly true in reference to
the Tamils, who, while a minority within Sri Lanka,
identify ethnically with the 50 million Tamils living
in South India.
Despite the relatively recent emergence of
the conception of this identity, it has profoundly
influenced today’s Sinhalese people. Violence and
political action against those perceived to threaten
this identity is commonplace (Gunawardana, 1990).
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About 20,000 civilians were killed between January and May 2009 after 37 years of protracted conflict.
Prominent Sinhalese have reinterpreted history to
arouse strong feelings of injustice. An example of
this is the 1956 All Ceylon Buddhist Congress’s
Committee of Inquiry report, “The Betrayal of Buddhism,” written while Sri Lanka was still under British rule (Tambiah, 1992). The sentiments expressed
in this document later grew into virulent Sinhalese
Buddhist ethnocentrism, culminating in the 1983
anti-Tamil pogrom.
Anthropologists Obeyesekere (1988, with
Gombrich, 1988), Kapferer (1988; 1997), and Tambiah (1992) have elucidated how this identity came
into being from a deeper intra-psychic, socio-cultural perspective. Ancient Buddhist chronicles like
the Mahavamsa and the Dipavamsa as well as many
myths and legends, such as those of Duttugemunu
and Vijaya, have been reconstituted and imbibed
with new meanings in the current socioeconomic
and political context to identify the Tamils as the archetypal “dangerous other” (Nissan & Stirrat, 1990).
These beliefs have become deeply ingrained in the
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Sinhalese psyche. The collective fear of the other
manifested itself in periodic mob violence against
Tamils while providing the impetus behind the continuing machinations of state terror. The current
model of extreme Sinhalese Buddhist ideology and
politics are represented by Jathika Chinthanaya or
“national consciousness” (Goonewardena, 2007),
which had maneuvered itself into the driving seat
of the Sri Lankan state under the Rajapakse regime
and through the Jathika Hela Urumaya (JHU) and
Janatha Vimukthi Perumana (JVP/NPM) parties
(UTHR-J, 2008).
Unsurprisingly, modern Sri Lankan Tamil
identity developed as a reaction to the increasing
dominance of the Sinhalese Buddhist identity (Wilson, 2000; Arasaratnam, 1998). Successive Sinhalese
leaders rose to power by exploiting ethno-nationalism and then proceeded to use the state machinery
to promote Sinhalese superiority. This was accomplished by enforcing Sinhalese as the only official
language in 1956, enshrining Buddhism as the state

religion in the 1972 constitution, and discriminating
in favor of the Sinhalese in educational and employment opportunities as well as in the allocation of
resources and land. These leaders also encouraged
periodic mob violence against the Tamils, notably
in 1956, 1958, 1977, 1981, and 1983. In turn, the
Tamils feared that their existence and identity as a
separate and unique group was under threat. Furthermore, claims to a Tamil homeland in the north
and east of Sri Lanka clashed with Sinhalese perceptions of territoriality. It was only after the 1983
pogrom that the Tamil resistance became militant
and fascist in turn. Tamil nationalist groups adopted
methods of terror against the state, Sinhalese and
Muslim communities, and those in the Tamil community reluctant to participate in the Tamil ethnonationalist narrative.
Like its Sinhalese counterpart, Sri Lankan
Tamil ethno-nationalism developed over the past
century. Over the course of decades of discrimination and violent repression, Tamils have acquired a
minority complex based on their collective experience of persecution at the hands of the state. This
complex has often led them to hide their identity in
public areas outside of their traditional territory in
order to avoid attracting unwanted attention. Despite these efforts, they are frequently required to
identify their ethnic background at military checkpoints and are subject to government-sanctioned
house-to-house searches. The recent detention and
internment of close to 280,000 Tamil internally displaced persons (IDPs) exemplifies the outcomes of
this anti-Tamil state aggression.
Many Tamils who consider these conditions
intolerable have fled the country, spreading ethnonationalist sentiments throughout the Tamil diaspora. The spread of Tamil nationalism and its
linkages to a pan-Tamil nationalism are already
apparent in Sri Lanka, across the straits in India’s
Tamil Nadu province, and, increasingly, worldwide.
Large pro-Tamil movements exist in Western countries such as Canada, the US, the UK, Australia,
France, Sweden, Norway and Germany. With the
military defeat of the Liberation Tigers of Tamil
Eelam (LTTE) in May 2009, there are now growing

efforts to form a more unified transnational Tamil
movement. Those who support the establishment of
a separate Tamil Eelam state argue for the group’s
entitlement to ethnic sovereignty by referencing the
‘purity’ of the Dravidian race, the descendants of
the ancient Mohenjadaro civilization, the greatness
of the 5000-year-old Tamil language, and the glories
of the Chola Empire.
This exclusive ethnocentric identity alienates
other minorities within Tamil-speaking areas and
has resulted in the expulsion and massacre of Muslims in the north and east. Eastern Tamils, who perceive themselves as being historically marginalised
by their northern brethren and feel that their identity,
history, culture, and problems are somewhat different, voice fears of being dominated by the northern
Jaffna Tamils (Reddiar, 1997). Such fears resurfaced
once again with the internal LTTE-Karuna split in
2005. Thus, for all their nationalistic rhetoric, the
Tamils have not demonstrated the capacity to overcome a narrow ethnocentric consciousness and develop a tolerant, multicultural one.
As a reaction to these cycles of ethnic identification, exclusiveness, and persecution, other
minorities within the country have begun to assert
their identities. In particular, the Muslim community has undergone a rapid political awakening as
a reaction to local ethnic hostilities. Political parties
and a extremist youth militant organisation have
surfaced to represent Muslim interests. The electoral
success of the Sri Lanka Muslim Congress has consolidated requests for an autonomous Muslim territory in eastern Sri Lanka. Furthering this paper’s
thesis regarding the contextual determinism of ethnic consciousness, Sri Lankan Muslim identity is
increasingly taking on an international dimension.
Muslims are now beginning to identify and perceive
themselves as members of the international Muslim
community, which transcends national boundaries.
The Institutionalisation of Difference
The hegemony of the ethnonationalist Sinhalese line is found at all levels of society. An illuminating study of Sri Lankan school textbooks by
Siriwardene (1984) reports:
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instrument of divisive ethnic ideologies, Siriwardene says history texts "project an image of Sinhalese-Buddhist identity which is defined fundamentally through opposition to and struggles against
Tamils in history.”
The misappropriation of education for ethno-nationalist purposes is
by no means only a Sinhalese problem.
Siriwardene quotes a professor who says
that Tamil textbooks "[inculcate] in the
Tamil child a special feeling for his or
her community and language, and [help]
to strengthen communal attitudes... and
to foster a kind of patriotic feeling, not
towards Sri Lanka but towards Tamil
Nadu.” This is but one example, and a
very telling one, of how deeply these divisions run and how difficult it will be
to overcome them if they are entrenched
in the minds of the members of both
groups from childhood.
However, despite the institutionalisation of these divisions by state and
community actors, the narrow categorization of current identities does not
accurately reflect the lived experience
of most Sri Lankans. Their reality is a
much richer blend. Many people share
multiple identities, loyalties, beliefs,
and common cultural practices (Silva,
2002). Clear examples of a shared consciousness can be found in cultural festivals such as the Sinhalese-Tamil New
Year celebrations, in the ever-popular
World Cup cricket matches, and in
religious practices at Kataragama, BelAlthough the Tamil insurgency acknowledged military defeat on May lanvilla, and countless other shrines
around the country (Gombrich & Ob17, 2009, vestiges of the civil war are ubiquitous in Sri Lanka.
eyesekere, 1988; Kapferer,1988). Dememories of being frightened by his parents
spite
numerous
attempts on the part of leaders on
with threats of the mysterious and fearful `billo'
to identify these bogeymen as Tamil agents, and
boths sides to sow the seeds of division in these
thus to enlist the deep-seated irrational fears of
popular gatherings, these important cultural pheearly childhood for the purpose of creating apnomena have been sustained.
prehension and hatred of Tamils.”
The only way to achieve reconciliation is to adReferring to the exploitation of history as an dress the genuine grievances of the minorities. For
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“Millions of school children [are] taught,
in the name of social studies, through text-books
published by the state, the myths of divergent racial origins which will help to divide the Sinhalese and Tamils for more generations to come...
What this lesson does is to evoke the child's
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example, if official use of the Tamil language can be
genuinely implemented, as promised under the constitution, Tamils would start to feel that they have
a place in their country. However, such measures
would by no means solve the problem overnight.
It is the perception of being treated as second-class
citizens and of being discriminated against because
of their ethnicity that has caused such deep-seated
resentment. Fear of being assimilated at the expense
of their group identity and culture is at the heart of
their struggle. However, creating an environment in
which such fears would no longer have any basis in
reality would entail a drastic transformation of attitude on the part of the Sinhalese community, which
would have to accept the responsibility to allow for
the needs of a pluralistic, multicultural polity.
Apart from the aspects of the conflict rooted
in ethnic difference (whether perceived or real)
and with commensurate implications for seeking
prospective solutions, it is crucial to acknowledge
that there are vested economic, psychological, and
political interests in continuing the war. The military, security, and political establishment, as well as
militant organizations, all have stakes in maintaining the status quo. Included in the perks that come
from positions of power are economic benefits to be
had from salaries and allowances, not to mention
the myriad corrupt practices generated by times of
conflict (TI, 2001). In effect, it can be said that the
major organisations acting in the war perceive themselves as existentially dependent on the continuation
of the conflict. This idea is not without some truth
to it, thus rendering reconciliation all the more difficult due to the extremely high costs such a change
in dynamics would incur for many powerful groups.
Furthermore, since 9/11 Sri Lanka has been pulled
into the Global War on Terror, a connection that
is sure to linger as Sri Lanka’s Muslim population
becomes increasingly politicised. In addition, the
geopolitical considerations of the regional superpowers and internal politics of the Indian subcontinent continue to have powerful repercussions on
the ethnic conflict in Sri Lanka. Unfortunately for
ordinary civilians, the conflcit has become inextricably entangled in webs of international, regional,

national, and local struggles for power. Appeasing
and reconciling this plethora of diverging interests
will be no simple feat.
Clearly, the military defeat of the LTTE by
the Sri Lankan Army last year did not and cannot
end the conflict between Tamils and Sinhalese. It
is a historical conflict rooted in colonial policy and
driven by firmly entrenched, diametrically opposed,
and mutually exclusive ethnic consciousnesses. If
there is to be any progress towards peace as a conclusion to this protracted ethnic conflict, all of these
vested interests and socioeconomic, historical, political, psychological, and ideological dynamics will
have to be taken into account and addressed in practical, effective ways. Ideally, this would transform
the underlying ethnic consciousnesses and attitudes
on both sides. Despite the difficulty of this task, undermining the exclusive identities of each group in
favor of a shared positive ethnic consciousness appears to be the only route to lasting peace for warravaged Sri Lanka. n
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arrived in Bhutan in the late-19th century as part
of a wave of emigration from the eastern foothills
of Nepal. The migrants faced famine, increased
taxation, and poor living conditions in an overpopulated region of Nepal. In addition, the British
encouraged Nepali migration, not only for labour
on British tea plantations but also for geopolitical
reasons.a
When the Nepali migrants first arrived in
Bhutan, the flatter southern portion of the country
was uninhabited. The mountainous region to the
north was, and still is, home to the ethnic Drukpas,
who are culturally and ethnically similar to Tibetans. The Nepali Bhutanese population, established
in the south, came to be called Lhotshampas (literally: people of the south).b Although comprised
of different ethnic and caste backgrounds, the
Lhotsampas have developed into a cohesive group.
As with Nepalis in India and Nepal, they have
increasingly abandoned traditional languages for
Nepali (an Indo-Aryan tongue closely related to
Hindi).
The first central authority in Bhutan was the
hereditary monarchy established in the early 20th
century under King Ugyen Wangchuck. Bhutan
did not begin inching toward modernization and
away from its extreme isolation until the reign of
the country’s third King, Jigme Dorji Wangchuck.
His rule was defined by China’s occupation of Tibet the previous year, as well as the departure of
Bhutan’s British allies from the subcontinent. As a
result, the King began a policy of modernization
in an attempt to consolidate control over his country.
In the 1970s and early 1980s Bhutan seemed
to have a change of heart regarding the Lhotshampas. The fourth King, Jigme Singye Wangchuck,
perhaps worried by events in neighbouring Sikkim
where the majority Nepali population voted to
join India in a 1975 referendum,c began to see the
The Origins of the Crisis
fast-growing Nepali population as a demographic
The expulsion of these people from their threat to what he saw as a fundamentally Drukpa
homeland represents the culmination of a history nation.
of systematic discrimination that intensified in the
latter half of the 20th century. Nepali migrants first
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‘One Nation, One People’
As a reaction to this perceived threat, during the 1980s the government introduced a set of
policies known as ‘Bhutanization.’ Essentially, the
government sought to define what it meant to be
‘authentically Bhutanese’ and to bring the entire
country in line with this definition. These policies
led the Drukpa elite, worried about the dilution of
their unique culture, to impose Drukpa culture on
the Lhotshampa population. What followed were
a series of laws requiring all citizens to follow a
distinctly Drukpa code of conductd and wear a national dress based on traditional Drukpa costumes.
Dzongkha, a Drukpa language, was aggressively
promoted as a new national tongue. The teaching of Nepali in schools was banned, and Nepali
teachers were fired.
These measures, part of the Bhutanese
government’s official policy of “one nation, one

people,” had the effect of creating what Human
Rights Watch (HRW) has called “a culture of
discrimination.”e Along with these cultural and linguistic policies came the Citizenship Act of 1985,
which rolled back many of the political rights of
the Lhotshampa population. The act tightened
requirements for citizenship, making naturalization for Nepalis near impossible and only granting
citizenship to children if both parents were Bhutanese citizens. Further, citizenship was restricted
to those who could prove they had been residents
of Bhutan in 1958. Amnesty International stated
that this deprivation of citizenship took place under “arbitrary” circumstances.f
To what extent did the Lhotshampas pose
a demographic threat to Bhutan as a Drukpa nation? The exact figures have never been adequately
determined, and numbers have long been a point
of contention in this dispute. Bhutan’s first census,
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estled between Tibet and India in one of
the world’s most spectacular settings, Bhutan is steeped in ancient Buddhist culture.
The country, long isolated from outside influences,
was late to open up to the rest of the world, and is
often portrayed as a real-world Shangri-La. Even
today, tourism to Bhutan is restricted and foreign
influence in the country is tightly regulated.
But perhaps what has made Bhutan most famous, at least in recent years, is its guiding philosophy of Gross National Happiness (GNH), which
seeks to assess the well-being of citizens not by
economic measures, but by loosely defined “happiness” criteria.
There is an underlying irony when it comes
to Bhutan and GNH: the government of Bhutan
has gone to great lengths to ensure the happiness
of one half of the country, while ensuring the
exact opposite for the other half. Indeed, talk of
GNH obscures one of the world’s least known but
most intractable refugee crises. Since 1990, over
100,000 Bhutanese refugees have been living in refugee camps in eastern Nepal. They were forcibly
expelled from their homeland in a blatant act of
ethnic cleansing. Considering Bhutan has a total
population less than 700,000, the country is one of
the world’s biggest producers of refugees relative
to its size.
In the past few years, a number of western
countries led by the United States have stepped in
to try to help solve the crisis by offering to resettle
the bulk of the refugees. Yet resettlement overseas
represents only a partial solution. The international community must ensure that the Bhutanese refugees’ right of return is respected, or that Bhutan
faces some sort of punishment for its actions. If it
does not, a dangerous precedent for the treatment
of ethnic minorities by the state will have been reinforced.
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conducted in 1969, recorded a total population of
930,614.g The census suggested that Lhotshampas
constituted approximately 15 percent of Bhutan’s
population, implying that they remained a small
and manageable minority.
In 1988, a new census paying more attention to the south estimated Bhutan’s population
at 1,451,000 and also put Lhotshampas at a much
higher proportion of Bhutan’s population—close
to 45 percent. But the 1988 census didn’t just
stop at determining the ethnic breakdown of the
country. Instead, it identified ‘genuine Bhutanese
citizens,’h classifying many Lhotshampas as illegal
immigrants and effectively stripping them of their
citizenship.
Moreover, numbers provided by the Bhutanese government cannot be trusted. In 1990, the
United Nations estimated Bhutan’s population
at closer to 600,000. To this day, the exact breakdown of Bhutan’s population remains unknown,
although most estimates put the Lhotshampa
population (including refugees) at between 45 and
50 percent. This is perhaps the most startling figure when considering that the number of refugees
now in Nepal exceeds 100,000; close to one sixth
of Bhutan’s population was expelled or forced to
flee.
In the late 1980s and early 1990s, the Lhotshampas began to mobilize. Demonstrations
against the ‘one nation, one people’ policies took
place in the south. The government labelled all
those involved as ‘anti-nationals,’ and imprisoned
thousands of Lhotshampa activists, torturing many.
In July 1990, the Bhutan People’s Party (BPP) was
established. The BPP, a Lhotshampa-led organization, demanded that democracy be established
in Bhutan, and that the rights of the Lhotshampa
population be respected. Amid a climate of antigovernment demonstrations and retaliatory crackdowns by the state, extremists within the BPP began a campaign of violence, targeting Bhutanese
officials, security forces, and informants.

government intensified its crackdown: security
forces began forcibly expelling Lhotshampas in
late 1990. Thousands of Lhotshampas who had
been detained were forced to sign documents—
‘voluntary migration forms’—relinquishing their
right to live in Bhutan and were told to leave the
country. Chitra Pradhan, who used to head an
important department in the Bhutanese education
system, was one of those who fled the country in
1992. “For 42 years I was Bhutanese, and suddenly
they tell me I’m not,” he said. Pradhan left Bhutan
for India, before resettling as a refugee in Canada, where he works as a school teacher. Yet, as is
typical of Bhutanese refugees, Pradhan remains
strongly attached to his homeland despite fleeing
over 17 years ago. “I really love Bhutan, in totality
it is a wonderful country and it has a wonderful
system,” he said. “It’s just when it comes to the
ethnic part, Bhutan totally went wrong.”
During the period of unrest in the south,
Bhutanese security forces stepped up raids on
Lhotshampa homes, arbitrary arrests, beatings,
and even extra-judicial killings. All education and
health services in the south of the country were
closed as a result. Many were given the choice to
leave or face imprisonment, and others simply fled
amid the climate of intimidation. The homes of
departed Lhotshampas were destroyed, and the
government began a resettlement program, encouraging Drukpa Bhutanese from the north to settle
on and cultivate the vacated land in the south.
The first refugees crossed Nepal’s eastern
border late in 1990, but the majority arrived during
1992. By the end of that year, over 80,000 refugees had fled to Nepal via India.i Settled in seven
refugee camps administered by the office of the
UN High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR),
around 108,000 refugees and their children now
reside in eastern Nepal. Conditions in the camps
are alarming. Disease is widespread, and crime is
rampant. But for many of the refugees it is the desire to return to an unloving homeland that makes
life in the camps most unbearable.
Forced Expulsion
Relations between Nepal and Bhutan quickly
With the violence increasing, the Bhutanese soured over the refugee issue. Nepal has continued
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to demand that Bhutan take back the refugees,
arguing that it is unable to permanently resettle
the refugees. Only a handful of Lhotshampas have
gained Nepali citizenship.
For those Lhotshampas who have remained
in southern Bhutan, the government’s repressive
policies have made life even more difficult. Lhotshampas must obtain a ‘No Objection Certificate’
in order to gain
access to government
services,
including education and health
care. The certificates—which are
meant to prove
an individual did
not take part in
‘anti-national’ activities, nor have
any family members who did
so—are increasingly difficult to
obtain, allowing
the government
to closely regulate
the extension of
services to Lhotshampas.
Ethnic
Cleansing
When examining the issue of Bhutanese refugees, it is important of course to recognize the concerns that motivated the Bhutanese government to
act the way it did. The Drukpa culture is an ancient
and unique one, and as the country modernized
and opened up to the outside world, the Drukpas
had legitimate concerns over its survival. The political annexation and demographic colonization
of Tibet and Sikkim justifiably worried tiny Bhutan. As mentioned above, Nepalis have a history

of migration and expansion in the northeast of the
subcontinent. Bhutan’s Lhotshampa population,
having already reached almost half the overall
population of by the end of the 1980s, was growing at a much faster rate than the Drukpa population. By the 1980s, Bhutan faced a dilemma over
its long term identity. Then firmly committed to
modernization,
the
country
had to choose
among
three
options. First,
it could retain
and strengthen
its Drukpa cultural identity at
the expense of
democracy and
Lhotshampa
civil rights. Second, it could
embrace
democracy, and in
the process forfeit the possibility of remaining
a Drukpa nation. Or third, it
could embrace
both democracy
and
Drukpa
identity by removing the sizable ethnic minority that posed this demographic threat.
There can be no doubt that Bhutan made the
wrong decision and went about protecting their
unique cultural heritage the wrong way. Although
ethnic cleansing is a difficult concept to define, it is
widely accepted to mean “the expulsion of an ‘undesirable’ population from a given territory due to
religious or ethnic discrimination, political, strategic or ideological considerations, or a combination
of these.”j By this common definition, Bhutan’s
expulsion of the Lhotshampa refugees constitutes
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ethnic cleansing.
In this context, the entire philosophy of GNH
is deeply flawed. Without providing for the happiness of the Lhotshampas, Bhutan can have no
right to claim that it is truly looking to maximize
GNH. Instead, so long as it maintains this duplicity in its policies towards its own population, the
government will remain a fundamentally sectarian
regime, looking out for the well-being of the Drukpas while impeding that of the Lhotshampas.
The Search for a Comprehensive Solution
In 2006 the situation changed dramatically
when the US announced it was prepared to accept
and resettle up to 60,000 of the refugees.k This declaration introduced a new dynamic and potential
solution: third country resettlement. Several other
western countries, including Canada, have joined
the US in offering to resettle refugees, and the International Organization for Migration (IOM) is
helping with the project. Resettlement is now well
under way, and in September 2009 the number of
resettled Bhutanese reached 20,000. More than
17,600 have been resettled in locations across the
United States, with the rest going to Canada, Australia, Denmark, New Zealand, and Norway.
Third country resettlement is by no means
uncontroversial. The program has bitterly divided
the refugees, with those who support resettlement
facing intimidation and even violence by activist
groups that vehemently oppose the idea. These
groups, led by some of the most prominent refugee
activists, distrust western countries’ intentions and
are willing to settle for nothing short of repatriation to Bhutan.
Nonetheless, many refugees living in the
camps jumped at the opportunity to start a new life
overseas. Among them was Devika Neupane, who
in January 2009 was resettled in Quebec after 17
years in Goldhap refugee camp in eastern Nepal.
“When we first came to Nepal from Bhutan,
the situation in the refugee camp was very difficult.
… It was difficult for children to live and there were
many deaths,” she said. “Life in the camp was full
of hardship.”
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Nandu Bastola is another refugee who chose
resettlement. He was only 15 when his family left
Bhutan, and he too spent the next 17 years in Nepal before being resettled with his family in December 2008.
“When we had the chance to come to Canada we hoped it would mean a better future for us,”
he said.
“I still love the country Bhutan, I love it very
much,” Bastola added. But the reality of the situation meant looking to Canada for a new life was
the best option. The chance to leave behind the difficulties of life in a refugee camp and start afresh in
Canada motivated both Neupane and Bastola, and
for them, there was little debate over the possibility
of resettlement.
“Improving my children’s future was like
a dream to me,” said Neupane. “So as soon as I
heard of the possibility of third country resettlement I hoped to be able to go.” Despite the divisions it has caused, resettlement of the bulk of
the refugees may be the most pragmatic solution.
Bhutan remains firm in its denial of the refugees’
citizenship rights, and refuses to even consider repatriating such a large number of migrants. And
Nepal has made it clear that the refugees have no
future in the country outside of the camps. Even if
it wanted to, it is unlikely that Nepal could manage
to resettle a large proportion of the refugees on its
own.
Yet resettlement alone is not a satisfactory solution. By choosing third country resettlement to
solve the problem of the refugees and implicitly acknowledging that most of the Bhutanese refugees
will not return home, the international community
has essentially allowed Bhutan to get away with
ethnic cleansing. For this reason, it’s essential that
the US and the rest of the international community make it clear that a long-lasting solution will
require more than just resettlement. A comprehensive solution, similar to the HRW-proposed “three
pronged strategy,”l is necessary.
First, resettlement should continue to play an
important role. Those refugees who do wish to start
a new life in a third country should be given that

option. Second, the international community must
increase pressure on the Bhutanese government to
recognize the right of return of the Lhotshampa
refugees, and to facilitate the return of as many
of those who are not resettled in the West as possible. Finally, the international community should
enhance efforts to convince Nepal to resettle those
refugees who remain supportive of this effort.
Western countries have not promised to resettle all
of the refugees. Even if Bhutan were convinced to
repatriate some of those that remain behind, there
are many who have links to the democracy movement or who cannot prove their links to Bhutan,
whom Bhutan would not consider receiving. It
is therefore crucial that integration into Nepal be
made available as an option for those who don’t
have another.
Unfortunately, even this solution cannot be
considered truly fair or just, but it is the only realistic answer available. Almost all of the refugees
should, under international law, have the right to
return to Bhutan. While the return of all 100,000
is now impossible, the international community
must make it clear to Bhutan that it has broken
international law and will have to either recognize
the refugees’ right to return or suffer some form of
consequences.
If countries are to truly modernize, they must
learn to deal with ethnic minorities in an accommodating and pluralist manner. The international
community will need to make it clear that following Bhutan’s path is simply unacceptable.
Conclusion: Democracy in Bhutan
In December 2006, King Jigme Singye Wangchuck of Bhutan abdicated in favour of his son,
Jigme Khesar Namgyel Wangchuck. A bit more
than a year later, the country held its first parliamentary election. The Druk Phuensum Tshogpa
(DPT) won a landslide victory, taking 45 of 47 parliamentary seats. The election was widely seen as a
success, and Bhutan was congratulated around the
world on its turn to democracy.
Indeed, Bhutan should be commended for
embracing democracy. But the foundations upon

which this democracy is built must be questioned.
Bhutan worried about the effect a large, fast-growing Lhotshampa minority would have should the
country democratize, so it expelled enough of
them to ensure it could have democracy on its own
terms. Is this truly democracy?
Until the Bhutanese refugee problem is finally solved in a satisfactory way, the long shadow
of Bhutan’s past will loom over the tiny kingdom’s
future, and the legacy of its policy of ethnic cleansing will continue to raise questions over the legitimacy of Bhutan’s quest to join the modern world.
n
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Pourquoi, au Moyen-Orient, les espoirs
de paix ne cessent de s’amenuiser
par Renaud Girard

C

’était en septembre 1993. Je vivais depuis
une semaine à Gaza City, dans un petit appartement moderne que j’avais loué à un
Palestinien. Un soir, comme toute la ville, je me
suis retrouvé devant mon poste de télévision, pour
regarder en direct la cérémonie de signature, sur la
pelouse de la Maison Blanche, des premiers Accords politiques israélo-palestiniens de l’Histoire,
qui avaient été secrètement négociés à Oslo les
deux années précédentes. Je me souviens, comme
si c’était hier, d’Arafat s’avançant la main tendue
vers Rabin, de la courte hésitation du Premier ministre israélien, puis de la main droite qu’il donna
enfin à son ennemi d’hier. Par la fenêtre ouverte,
j’ai alors entendu une grande clameur. J’ai décidé
de sortir dans la rue, où il y eut bientôt foule. C’est
alors que j’ai assisté à un spectacle que je n’oublierai jamais. A l’époque, tous les bâtiments publics
de Gaza étaient gardés par des soldats israéliens.
J’ai vu des nuées d’adolescents palestiniens se précipiter sur eux, pour les embrasser. Les embrasser
réellement, smack, smack, sur les deux joues ! Ce
soir-là, j’ai été envahi d’espoir. J’ai ressenti physiquement qu’une paix était possible au Proche74

Orient.
Certes, sept ans plus tard, commençait la
seconde intifada et ces mêmes gamins, devenus
adultes, ne cherchaient plus à baiser la joue des
recrues de Tsahal, mais à les tuer d’une balle de
Kalachnikov. Certes, la première décennie du nouveau millénaire, avec George W. Bush au pouvoir
à Washington, vit l’espoir de paix s’amenuiser encore. Mais la scène à laquelle j’avais assisté cette
nuit étoilée de la fin de l’été 1993 était si forte que
je n’ai toujours pas perdu espoir. L’Histoire est
pleine de situations qui se retournent. Qui aurait
pu prévoir que, dix-huit ans après la fin de la seconde guerre mondiale, la réconciliation franco-allemande serait si profonde qu’un traité d’alliance
aussi fort que celui de l’Elysée pourrait être signé
entre les Français et les Allemands ?
Un minimum de réalisme m’oblige cependant à constater qu’au Proche-Orient, depuis les
16 dernières années, l’Histoire ne cesse de suivre
une mauvaise direction.
L’arrivée aux affaires d’une nouvelle administration démocrate à Washington suffira-t-elle pour
retourner le cours des choses et redonner au pro-

cessus de paix une vigueur définitive ? Evidente,
la bonne volonté de Barack Obama ne saurait être
remise en question. Mais le problème est que, du
fait de la politique suivi par son prédécesseur pendant huit ans, le nouveau président américain est
désormais directement confronté à la gestion d’un
immense arc de crise, qui englobe tout le MoyenOrient au sens large.
En politique étrangère, Barack Obama est
confronté à la chevauchée délétère de quatre cavaliers de l’Apocalypse, tous issus de
cet «arc de crise».
Le premier s’appelle
Palestine,
le second Irak, le
troisième Iran, le
quatrième Afghanistan. L’homme
le plus puissant du
monde parviendrat-il, dans les trois
ans qui viennent,
à arrêter ces quatre
cavaliers qui, pour
le moment, vont
tous dans la mauvaise direction ? La
tâche est ardue ;
mais, faute de réussir au moins partiellement, le président
américain sait qu’il
Ming Lin
compromettrait ses
chances d’être réélu en novembre 2012.
Sur le conflit israélo-palestinien, qui pourrit depuis soixante ans les relations de l’Occident
avec le monde arabo-musulman, Barack Obama se
heurte à un double obstacle que ne connaissait pas
son prédécesseur démocrate à la Maison Blanche,
Bill Clinton : l’intransigeance du gouvernement israélien et l’absence d’un interlocuteur capable de
négocier au nom de tous les Palestiniens. Depuis
les élections de juin 2009, siège à Jérusalem le gouvernement le plus à droite qu’ait connu l’Etat hé-

breu depuis sa fondation en 1948. Le récent refus
du Premier ministre Benyamin Netanyahu de geler
la colonisation israélienne en Cisjordanie occupée
a provoqué le 25 juin 2009 le premier incident diplomatique entre Israël et la nouvelle administration américaine : George Mitchell, représentant
spécial du président américain pour le ProcheOrient, a abruptement annulé la rencontre qu’il
devait avoir à Paris avec Netanyahu. Contraire au
droit international, la colonisation en Cisjordanie
(territoire occupé par
Israël à la faveur de
sa victoire militaire
de 1967) a pris, au
cours des douze dernières années, une
telle ampleur qu’elle
compromet la viabilité d’un futur Etat
palestinien (qui serait
composé de la Cisjordanie et de la Bande
de Gaza, soit 22% du
territoire de la Palestine mandataire).
Deuxième difficulté, les négociateurs américains ont
en face d’eux des
Palestiniens profondément divisés. En
1993, lors des accords
d’Oslo, Yasser Arafat
représentait l’intégralité de la nation palestinienne. Aujourd’hui, son
successeur à la tête du Fatah, Mahmoud Abbas, ne
représente qu’un mouvement qui fut défait par le
Hamas islamiste aux seules élections libres qu’ait
connues la Palestine. Le Hamas, qui nie toujours
le droit à l’existence d’Israël (et avec lequel, en
conséquence, l’Amérique refuse de négocier), tient
d’une main de fer la bande de Gaza, après avoir
tué ou expulsé les dirigeants locaux du Fatah. Ce
dernier administre tant bien que mal les villes et les
bourgades palestiniennes de Cisjordanie. Malgré
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d’interminables efforts, la diplomatie égyptienne
n’a pas réussi à réconcilier les frères ennemis palestiniens, afin qu’ils constituent un «gouvernement» d’union nationale, avec lequel on pourrait
commencer à négocier sérieusement une solution.
Il est vrai que le soutien que le Hamas reçoit du
Hezbollah libanais et de l’Iran ne pousse pas spécialement le mouvement islamiste palestinien à la
tempérance.
Ancien conseiller national à la sécurité sous
le président George Bush senior, le général Brent
Scrowcoft, m’a confié, à la fin du mois de juin
dernier, son espoir que le
président Obama «allait
prochainement
affirmer
que le protocole de Taba
était la solution choisie
par l’Amérique pour régler le conflit». Datant de
janvier 2001, les pourparlers
israélo-palestiniens
de Taba (inaboutis pour
cause de défaite électorale
du premier ministre Ehud
Barak, battu par Ariel Sharon) avaient dessiné toutes
les cartes de partage entre
l’Etat Juif et l’Etat Palestinien, y compris celles de
Jérusalem, à la ruelle près.
Les gros blocs de colonies
israéliens étaient intégrés
au territoire de l’Etat hébreu, lequel rétrocédait à
l’Etat palestinien autant de km2 [write out?]. Les
plus petites colonies, implantées en profondeur en
Cisjordanie, étaient démantelées (aujourd’hui cela
représenterait plus de 80000 colons à rapatrier par
la force).
Au cas où Obama ferait sienne la solution raisonnable de Taba, le Congrès le laisserait-il exercer
une réelle pression sur Israël ? En 1991, le président Bush senior avait forcé les Israéliens à se rendre à la Conférence de paix sur le Proche-Orient
qu’il avait organisée à Madrid, en menaçant de
suspendre les garanties américaines assorties aux
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emprunts israéliens. Il ne fut pas réélu l’année suivante…
Le fait est qu’à la fin du mois d’octobre 2009,
les Etats-Unis, par la bouche du Secrétaire d’Etat
Hillary Clinton, semblent avoir renoncé à la condition qu’ils avaient mise sur Israël pour une relance
du processus de paix, à savoir le gel de la colonisation juive en Cisjordanie. En cédant face à Netanyahou, l’administration Obama a perdu tout le
crédit que lui avait valu le discours du Caire de juin
2009 dans le monde arabo-musulman.
Deuxième cavalier de l’Apocalypse : l’Irak.
Le 30 juin 2009, tous les
soldats américains se sont
retirés des villes irakiennes.
Au cours de la semaine qui
précéda ce retrait, une campagne d’attentats, pour la
plupart perpétrés dans des
quartiers chiites, fit plus
de 250 victimes dans la population civile irakienne.
Aux mois d’octobre et de
novembre 2009, les attentats ont repris de plus belle
à Bagdad. Le premier ministre Maliki (un chiite)
a accusé les groupuscules
extrémistes sunnites liés
à Al Qaida de chercher à
relancer la guerre civile
chiites-sunnites des années
noires 2006 et 2007. Les unités de l’armée et la
police irakiennes feront-elles preuve de l’énergie et
de l’impartialité nécessaires pour maintenir l’ordre
à Bagdad, Mossoul et Kirkouk ? Rien n’est moins
sûr. Jusqu’à présent, elles se sont plutôt fait remarquer par leur corruption et leur sectarisme. Le fait
est que la grande majorité des sunnites irakiens ne
supportent pas l’idée d’être gouvernés par des chiites. Tous les ingrédients susceptibles d’alimenter
une reprise de la guerre civile sont encore là. On ne
voit pas les Saoudiens arrêter de financer les achats
d’armes par les milices sunnites, ni les pasdarans
iraniens suspendre leur soutien militaire aux mi-

lices chiites qui leur sont inféodées. Quant aux
Kurdes, aujourd’hui totalement autonomes, on ne
les voit pas renoncer pacifiquement au contrôle
du bassin pétrolier de Kirkouk. Barack Obama a
promis un retrait de toutes les troupes américaines
d’Irak en 2011. Quel serait pour lui le coût politique de laisser derrière lui un Irak en guerre civile et
en voie de décomposition, à l’image du Liban des

tion suscitée dans le monde entier par ses manifestations. Le durcissement de la dictature islamique
en Iran ne laisse rien augurer de bon pour le dialogue que Washington entendait mener à partir de
l’automne avec Téhéran sur le dossier nucléaire.
Ahmadinejad a déjà dit qu’il «était définitivement
clos». On ne voit guère le dictateur, enfermé dans
sa paranoïa antioccidentale, revenir sur sa décision. Après la découverte par
Chronologie
les services de renseignement
Les bornes de cette route noire sont les suivantes : novembre 1995, assassinat de
Rabin par un extrémiste juif religieux ; novembre 1996, arrivée au pouvoir à Jérusa- occidentaux du réacteur secret
lem de Benjamin Netanyahu, opposant notoire aux accords d’Oslo ; mai 2000, retrait de Qom – annoncée spectacuunilatéral d’Israël du Sud-Liban, que la propagande du Hezbollah qualifie de «victoire lairement par Obama lors de
militaire arabe historique», Nasrallah encourage les Palestiniens à reprendre les armes ;
l’Assemblée générale de l’Onu
septembre 2000, visite provocatrice de Sharon à l’Esplanade des Mosquées, qui enclenche la seconde intifada ; janvier 2001, échec des négociations israélo-palestiniennes de en septembre 2009 - le régime
Taba ; 11 septembre 2001, attentats terroristes islamistes aux Etats-Unis ; janvier 2002, de Téhéran a fait mine d’offrir
discours du président Bush sur l’«axe du mal», où figurent à la fois l’Irak et l’Iran, la paix des concessions, comme l’enau Proche-Orient n’est plus un objectif prioritaire de la diplomatie américaine ; mars
richissement en Russie et en
2003, invasion anglo-américaine de l’Irak, non autorisée par le Conseil de sécurité de
l’Onu ; janvier 2004, officialisation de la théorie américaine du «Grand Moyen-Orient France de l’uranium nécessaidémocratique», qui croit que la multiplication d’élections libres dans les pays arabes en- re à ce réacteur de recherche
gendrera la paix, comme par miracle ; août 2005, retrait unilatéral israélien de Gaza ; « à but médical ». Puis, lors
janvier 2006, victoire du Hamas – mouvement islamiste calqué sur les Frères musulmans
des négociations de Genève
égyptiens, qui ne reconnaît pas le droit d’Israël à l’existence – aux premières élections
libres jamais organisées dans les Territoires palestiniens ; février 2006, refus des Etats- d’octobre 2009, les Iraniens
Unis et de l’Union européenne de négocier avec le nouveau gouvernement palestinien sont revenus sur leurs engagetant que le Hamas n’aura pas reconnu Israël et entériné les accords d’Oslo ; juillet-août ments, sous différents prétex2006, guerre ratée d’Israël contre le Hezbollah, qui se solde par d’immenses destructes. Leur tactique ne semble
tions au Sud-Liban et par un renforcement du mouvement chiite islamiste sur la scène
politique libanaise ; juin 2007, prise de contrôle par la force de Gaza par les troupes du donc pas avoir changé : gaHamas (115 morts); novembre 2007, échec de la Conférence internationale d’Annapolis, gner du temps à tout prix, en
qui se résume à l’adoption d’une liste de vœux pieux ; mai 2009, échec de la médiation menant en bateau les Occiégyptienne pour réconcilier le Hamas et le Fatah ; octobre 2009, constat d’échec de la
dentaux et en jouant de leurs
médiation américaine du sénateur George Mitchell entre le gouvernement Netanyahou
et le président de l’Autorité palestinienne, Mahmoud Abbas ; novembre 2009, annonce divisions avec les Russes et les
par ce dernier qu’il ne se représenterait pas aux élections présidentielles palestiniennes Chinois.
prévues pour janvier 2010.
Accroître
les
sanctions commerciales? Les seuannées 1975-1990 ?
les sanctions supplémentaires à même d’affaiblir le
Troisième cavalier de l’Apocalypse, l’Iran, régime seraient un embargo sur l’essence. L’Iran,
est, de loin, le plus redoutable pour Obama. Les dont les raffineries sont désuètes, importe 40% de
stratèges de la Maison Blanche n’avaient absolu- l’essence qu’il consomme. Mais la mise en place
ment pas prévu la fraude gigantesque d’Ahmadi- d’un tel embargo international supposerait un blonejad aux élections du 12 juin 2009, que l’historien cus naval de l’Iran, apparenté à un acte de guerre.
irano-américain Abbas Milani qualifie de «coup Il nécessiterait un accord préalable du Conseil de
d’Etat parfaitement planifié pour donner l’intégralité sécurité de l’Onu. La Chine et la Russie, qui ont
du pouvoir aux Pasdarans, avec la caution d’ayatollahs félicité Ahmadinejad pour sa «victoire» électorale
vieillissants». Ils n’avaient pas prévu non plus le sur- de juin 2009, s’y opposeraient très probablement.
saut de dignité de la population iranienne et l’émoObama, qui n’a aucune envie de se mettre
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une troisième guerre sur les bras, n’a, en vérité,
aucun moyen pour arrêter la course de l’Iran à
l’arme atomique. Un groupe américain de trois anciens chefs du Centcom (commandement central
couvrant toute la zone de l’«arc de crise»), estime
que l’Amérique doit se préparer à la perspective inévitable d’un Iran nucléaire. Ces officiers généraux
préconisent la négociation d’un grand deal avec le
régime de Téhéran, qu’ils ne considèrent pas plus
dangereux que ne l’étaient en leur temps la Russie
de Staline ou la Chine de Mao. En échange de son
admission au sein du club nucléaire, l’Iran devrait
s’engager à réfréner ses protégés du Hezbollah et
du Hamas, à respecter la souveraineté de
l’Irak, à aider l’Otan
à stabiliser l’Afghanistan. Mais peut-on faire
confiance à Ahmadinejad pour envisager
de passer un tel deal
avec lui ?
La situation en
Afghanistan, quatrième cavalier de l’Apocalypse, ne cesse de se
détériorer. Menée par
les talibans, l’insurrection pachtoune est aux
portes de Kaboul. Pour
tenter de se concilier les «cœurs et les esprits» de
la population rurale, les Américains viennent de
renoncer officiellement à leur stratégie d’éradication de la culture de l’opium. Le général McChrystal, commandant en chef de l’Otan sur le théâtre
afghan a mis en place une stratégie de défense du
pays utile plutôt que de chasse aux insurgés dans
les déserts et les montagnes. Tactiquement, les
Américains ont décidé de limiter drastiquement
leur recours à l’arme aérienne, responsable de trop
nombreuses bavures. Sans plaisir, ils ont accepté la
réélection d’Hamid Karzaï lors du scrutin du 20
août (entaché de nombreuses fraudes). Ils ne savent pas comment motiver Karzaï, personnalité
cultivée mais indécise, dont l’entourage est notoi78

rement corrompu, à devenir une sorte d’Atatürk.
A l’image des Soviétiques de la fin des années 80,
ils parlent sans cesse de la nécessaire «afghanisation» de la guerre, sans y croire vraiment. Dans ce
pays structuré par les tribus et les clans, personne
n’a jamais pu construire une armée nationale digne
de ce nom. En Afghanistan, les Américains sont
aux prises avec une contradiction : ils rêveraient
de pouvoir en partir rapidement mais, à la fois, ils
s’accrochent au triptyque classique sécurité-développement-gouvernance, qui exigerait des dizaines
d’années de présence pour avoir la moindre chance
de succès. La seule bonne nouvelle est venue du
Pakistan, dont l’armée,
majoritairement pendjabie, semble décidée
à reprendre le contrôle
de certaines zones tribales pashtounes, qui
servaient jusque-là de
sanctuaires aux talibans pakistanais et à
leurs comparses arabes d’Al Qaida. En
revanche, le Pakistan,
obsédé par la menace
d’une alliance de revers contre lui IndeAfghanistan, ne veut
toujours pas lâcher
la carte du mollah Omar. Le chef historique des
talibans afghans coule toujours des jours heureux
dans un faubourg de Quetta (chef-lieu de la province pakistanaise du Balouchistan).
   Pour parvenir à dénouer la contradiction
afghane, à passer un deal fiable avec l’Iran, à se retirer d’Irak sans y laisser le chaos, à pousser Israël
à faire des concessions, Obama devra faire preuve
d’une imagination stratégique et diplomatique exceptionnelle. Il aura aussi besoin, comme les généraux chers au cœur de Napoléon, de beaucoup
de chance.       
Au sein de cet arc de crise, le dossier israélopalestinien est cependant le seul où le président
américain dispose de réels leviers immédiats et

donc de chances raisonnables de parvenir à un succès à court terme. S’il adopte Taba comme le plan
de paix américain – et s’il parvient à convaincre
le Congrès de faire de même -, un tournant fondamental serait pris. Pour convaincre la société israélienne du sérieux de cette nouvelle stratégie, les
Etats-Unis devront retirer tout soutien financier,
toute garantie, aux entreprises de l’Etat hébreu
liées de près ou de loin à la politique de colonisation. Un débat de fond s’instaurerait alors en
Israël. Aucun parti de gouvernement à Jérusalem
n’a jamais envisagé pouvoir se passer de l’alliance
américaine. En contrepartie d’une acceptation de
Taba, Israël pourrait obtenir de grands avantages :
non seulement l’application du plan de paix saoudien de 2002 – entériné par la Ligue arabe – qui
prévoit une reconnaissance par l’ensemble des
pays arabes contre le retour aux frontières de 1967,
mais aussi et surtout un véritable accord stratégique avec l’Occident. Légalement parlant, Israël
jouit d’une protection américaine d’une qualité
très inférieure à celle dont jouit un pays comme la
Slovaquie, membre de l’Otan.
Si, pour l’Occident, le prix à payer pour la
paix au Proche-Orient est l’intégration d’Israël au
sein de l’Otan, le jeu en vaut largement la chandelle. La règle de l’unanimité au sein de l’Organisation atlantique pouvant compliquer les choses,
une autre option pourrait être la conclusion d’un
accord stratégique de défense mutuelle entre Israël
et les Etats-Unis, comparable à celui qui lie ces
derniers au Japon.

Une diplomatie aussi audacieuse supposerait
de la part de Washington l’abandon de tabous devenus aujourd’hui contreproductifs. Il est profondément irréaliste de refuser de négocier avec le Hamas. Au cours de l’Histoire, la grande diplomatie
occidentale – pensons à Kissinger et à la Chine de
Mao - a toujours commencé par des pourparlers
avec des adversaires avec lesquels existaient de profonds fossés idéologiques. En octobre 2008, Khaled Mechaal, le chef politique du Hamas, m’avait
longuement reçu dans son complexe d’un quartier
résidentiel de Damas. J’avais eu la sensation qu’il
était prêt à d’éventuelles concessions, mais pas
avant d’avoir été invité à la table des grands.
Le règlement du dossier israélo-palestinien
présenterait également de grands avantages stratégiques pour Washington. Lors de son discours
du Caire du 4 juin 2009, Barack Obama a réussi
à désamorcer la tension idéologique existant entre
l’Amérique et le monde arabo-musulman. Ce dernier attend que le président américain passe enfin
aux actes. Stratégiquement, l’Amérique a réalisé
des gains considérables dans le Golfe Persique,
d’où elle était absente il y a vingt ans. Ces gains
– au Qatar, au Koweït, en Irak, etc. – ne pourraient
qu’être fortement consolidés par le succès d’une
diplomatie de la paix au Proche-Orient.
Barack Obama fera-t-il preuve de l’audace nécessaire ? Sa gestion de l’arc de crise au cours des
six premiers mois de 2010 nous le dira. Six mois
cruciaux, six mois qui engage le futur du MoyenOrient pour l’ensemble de la prochaine décennie…
n
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The Agony of Not Knowing
Photographs and text by Eddie Gerald

M

ore than a decade after the Dayton peace
agreement brought the conflict in Bosnia
Herzegovina to an end, the families of the 13,000
missing continue to suffer.
Although there is little doubt that the missing
are dead, lack of certain knowledge about what
happened to a son, husband, father or brother (almost all the missing are men) and inablility to give
them a dignified burial or to mourn their passing
at a gravesite place an intolerable burden on the
families of these missing persons. A number of
organizations are striving to clarify the fate of all
remaining missing persons. However, incessant
political obstruction, lack of cooperation between
ethnic commissions, judicial problems, and information manipulation have hindered the search efforts. The three affected ethnic communities have
been largely concerned with finding only those of
their own, and cooperative efforts have been elusive.
Civilian remains and personal properties
found at a mass grave now pack the mortuary facility of the ICMP commission of missing persons
in town of Lukavac. Nylon bags fill the bare metal
shelves, row after row, in a chilly, dimly lit room.
Inside these bags lie the remains of anonymous
victims of the worst massacre in Europe since
World War II: Bosnian Muslims slaughtered when
Serb forces overran Srebrenica in 1995. The body
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identification process started slowly because only
“classical” methods were used. A victim’s identity
could be determined only on the basis of his or her
clothes, belongings or documents found in mass
graves. Decomposing pieces of one person could
be spread into five different graves and commingled with other parts.
To piece together the bodies from Srebrenica, anthropologists and archeologists first conduct
bone-to-bone DNA matches, then reassemble as
much of a skeleton as possible. They estimate age
and stature based on known standards of bone
growth and degeneration specific to the Bosniak
population, then send out a bone sample for genetic matching with the family database. Before
waiting for the bodies to be exhumed, the families
of victims may have to wait years for to start the
identification process.
Bosnians looking for the missing constantly
visit and search mass graves sites, not all of which
are have been found. On August 30, 2009, Bosnians marked the International Day of Missing
People. On that day, the Institute for Missing People, INO BiH, sent short mobile phone text messages to thousands of citizens reading “Graves - if
you know, be brave and report,” aiming to encourage the people who have information to share it.
In the meantime, new monuments decorated with
names of the dead appear every few weeks. n
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